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CHAPTER I
INTROllJCTION

Increasing interest has been taken in the drinking behavior of' young
people during the Twentieth Century, and particularq during the laat two
deoadee.

&lob interest has been provoked mainly by two sets of circumstances a

l) The studies completed on drinking in college students (teen-agers, young
people, eto. ) have been tev in number, and even these have not provided a
complete picture of drinking patterns of young people.

This author could find

no study on college students which related the three variablea of environmental
factors, personality oharaoteriatioa, and drinking history. Most reaearoh takea

into account onq two of these variables at a time, and of these, a majority
relate environtnental tactora with drinking patterns. Very little research has
been done on the relationahip between peraonality features and the use of'
alcohol in college students.

2)

Drinking patterns

ot young people

might

narrow the gap in knowledge about the etiology of alcoholism., and possibq help
to promote earlier detection of potential alooholios.
That uB&ge of' alcohol 11 prH·alent throughout college campuees in the
United States is a widely eatablished finding.

straua & £aeon (1953) studied

drinking practices in colleges across the United Statea in the
and found that

74% ot

ear~

1950•a

the 16,)00 students who participated in their study

reported having used alcoholic beverages to some extent, while
having always been total abstainer•.

26' reported

Theae authors indicate that 79%

,

or

the

2

men drinkers and 65% of the women drinkers reported that their drinking started
before entering college.

At the Lake Tahoe conference on alcohol and college

youth (American College Health Association, 1965), it was estimated that 75%
of men would have used alcohol at some time during their college career.
Maddox (1962) studied 8,000 high school students within the last 10 years in
five areas of the United States and found that:

1) students have their first

drink at an average of 13-14, although they may have "tasted" alcohol before;
2) first exposure is usually in the home with parents;
school graduates have had at least one drink;

3) almost all high

4) one out of four users claimed

to have been "high" at least once during the month prior to the research in the
New York, Wisconsin, and Kansas studies;

5) one out of ten users in these

studies reported having been "drunk" in this same period;

6) in all of the

studies, beer was the most commonly used alcoholic beverage; and

7) laws

relating to teen-age drinking had little relationship to drinking practices.
Cisin (1965) cites an unpublished study completed in 1961 by the National Merit
Scholarship Corporation that covered 246 schools and approximately 30,000
students.

The range of students within indiVidual colleges reporting having

drunk beer during their Freshman year was very wide, from a minimum of 2% in
some schools to 93% in other schools. The median was about 51% -- about half
the students had drunk beer during their Freshman year.

The proportions who

drank hard liquor during their Freshman year were about the same as for beer.
The proportion reporting becoming intoxicated during their Freshman year ranged
from 0% in five of the 246 schools to 71.5% in one school, with a median of

25%.

A survey by Blum, Blum,

& Garfield (Roche Laboratories, 1968a) of five

.3
universities and colleges in Stanford C&lifornia indicated that alcohol is the

most popular substance used at least once (94%).

It greatly exceeded all other

substances, including sedatives (31%), amphetamines

(25~),

marijuana (21%),

tranquilizers (18%), hallucinogens (S.6%), and other substances such as peyotl

(5.6%), and opiates, codeine, and narcotics (1.3%). These investigators stated
that colleges have shown great interest in marijuana and hallucinogenic druge,
but relatively little in the prevention of ill effects of alcohol.
A number of investigatore have tried to determine why students drink in

their college years -- as well aa during earlier years -- and also, why drinking becomes a ''Problem" for certain students.

In Maddox's (1964) summary of

teen-age drinking in the United States, he reported that every study has found
that the first drinking of teen-agers occurs most trequentl:y in their o\rl?l homes
most often about their fourteenth or fifteenth year.

In all of his studies,

most students reported their parents aa keeping alcohol in the home and making
some use of it. Maddox concluded that " ••• teen-agers• perception o:f' adult
drinking behaVior,, coupled with descriptions

or

first drinking experiences,

both emphasize drinking as legitimate behavior for adults and at least some
teen-agers under some circumetances ••• The teen-ager does not invent the idea of
drinking -- he learns it." Cisin (1965) also agrees that drinking is a learned
behavior, and that the odds are very high that the average college student has

learned to drink be:f'ore his entrance into college.
Drinking Practices conducted through the support

or

In a National Survey of
the National Ina ti tute of

Mental Health, Cisin (1965) interviewed over 2700 men and women randomly drawn
from the entire population in the Continental United States.

He found that

4

75% of the adults in the age group of the parents of current college students
drink at least once a year, and that more than 25% of these age mates of

students 1 parents drink enough to qualify as "heavy drinkers."

colleg~

Straus & Bacon

(1953) found that among the male students, over 90% of those who reported that
both parents drink are themselves users, compared with only 58% of those

reporting that both parents abstain.

The relationship is more marked among

women; when both parents drink, 83% of the female students are drinkers,

compared with only

23~

when both parents abstain.

Straus & Bacon emphaeizec

that parental example is a significant factor in drinking by young ?•ople.

It

was noted that as negative sanctions increase (here, abstention by parents),
they do so disproportionately for women.
Maddox (1965) stated that our ignorance or the etiology of problem drinking among collegians is pro.found.

He posited two characteristics of our social

order as the complicating factors in the adolescent's attempt to fit drinking
into his own personal strategy for living.

The first characteristic is

American society's ambivalence about alcohol:

on the one hand, alcohol has

been incorporated within customs and religious rituals as the basis of good
fellowship and as an indication of social unity; on the other hand, alcohol
has been considered a prime evil, a source of immorality.

Maddox believes

that "this same ambivalence has involved more than a few college administrators
in the public subscription to official rules about drinking which they neither
enforce nor intend to enforce." The effects of culturally generated and
socially sustained ambiguity and ambivalence about the drinking behavior of
collegians has not been investigated systematically.

Findings by Jellinek

(19'.~0),

however, seem to provide ample basis for investigation:
"In societies which have a low degree of acceptance of large

daily amounts of alcohol, mainly those will be exposed to the risk

of addiction who on account of high psychological vulnerability have
an inducement to go against social standards. fut in societies which
have an extremely high degree o.f acceptance or large daily alcohol
consumption, the presence of arzy small vulnerability, whether
psychological or physical, will suffice for exposure to the risk of
addiction? (p. 28).
The second obaracterietic Maddox (1965) discusses ie the anomalous position of
youth in our social structure.

This can be observed in college drinking rules,

which "commonly reflect both societal confusion about when an individual comes
of age and societal ambivalence about permitting experimentation in the process
of growing up." Maddox states that questions such as "Are there many

alcoholics among college students?" are nonsense -- the more relevant question
being, WtJbat business should college students be about and does their observed

drinking behavior contribute to the achievement of the academic objectives or
does the drinking not contribute?" At the Lake Tahoe conference on alcohol anc1
college youth (American College Health Association, 1965), it was indicated that

the histories of full-fledged alcoholics show that early troubles with alcohol
occurred at the college age.

It was also suggested that the college student's

exposure to alcohol antedates college.

Thus, it seetnB that the important issue

becomes how the drinking pattern of the college years fits into other aspects

ot the student• s lite, specifically, his drinking pat tern before college, the
~arents•

drinking pattern, the eubculture•s drinking pattern, etc.

For example,

m8Ulbers of the conference pointed out that etudents who are from backgrounds in
~hich

alcohol is forbidden and then com.a into college and experience alcohol

because of their need for social approval ''may more often go off the deep end

6

from the repressive background. 11

Blacker, Damone, & Freeman (1965) showed tha

the percentage of alcohol users is about the same among delinquents as among
normal high school students.

This conflicts with the frequent assumption that

a teen-ager who drinks is a delinquent.

The study concluded that the chief

difference between delinquents and normals is not how many of each group drink,
but how they drink.

Straus & Bacon (1953) did not find a particular style of

drinking which clearly set collegians apart from others in society.

In fact,

this is why they called their book, Drinking in College and rejected the
alternative title, "College Drinking." As a result of these findings, most
investigators have found that in studying any aspects of alcohol usage -alcoholism, social drinking, drinking in teen-agers, etc. -- a multi-facet
approach is the most effective one.
The second reason for studying drinking in college -- to increase knowledge about the etiology of alcoholism -- is certainly well-grounded, for 1)
throughout the history of alcoholic beverages, drunkenness has been considered
a problem (National Center for Prevention & Control of Alcoholism, 1967); and
2) the multitudinous studies on alcoholism have led to conflicting and/or
inconclusive results.
With respect to the problems produced as a result of drinking, Efron L
Keller (1963) stated that the number of alcoholics in the United States may be
between four and five million -- approximately
tion.

4%

of the total adult popula-

Locke & nivall (1964) conducted a study on the rate of admissions of

alcoholics -- particularly those with the most severe forms of the disease -to State mental hospitals, and found an 18% rise in ten years.
alcoholism led all single diagnoses in mental hospitals.

lh nine States,

Mulford (1963)

7
conducted a survey of Americans who use alcoholic beverages and found that
because of such problems u poor health or marital troubles attribu.ted to
drinking by the drinkers themselves, by their employers, or by the police, 10%
of the drinkers he studied could be categorised ae problem drinkers.
to the national figures for 1964 (U.

s.

According

National Center for Health Statistics,

1966), alcoholism -- including alcoholic cirrhosis and alcoholic psychosis --

accounted for about 0.8% of all deaths.

Some estimates (Hendereon & Bacon,

1955) have indicated that the life expectancy of alcoholics is approximately

ten to twelve years less than average.
Many studies on alcoholics have tried to aesel!lS descriptive and causative

factors with the hope of improVing the ongoing state of affairs described
above, and this leads to the second reason mentioned for studying drinking in
college -- to narrow the gap in knovledge about alcoholism, since studies have

been confiieting and/or inconclusive.
Extensive psychological testing has been done with alcoholics.

Projective tests used have in.:::luded the Rorschach (LeVann, 1953J Rei tzell,
1949; Seliger & Cranford, 1945; and Wiener, 1956); the Draw-A-Person (Navratil,
19S8); and the Thematic Apperception Test (Klebanoff, 19L7; and Maddox &

.Jennings, 1959).

The Minnesota Mu.ltiphaaic Personality Inventory (MMPI) has

been used chiefly for diagnostic purposes (Ceccarelli, 1958; Hampton, 1951;
\.

Kill,

Haertz~n,

& Davis, 1962; Holmes, 1953; Hoyt & Sedlacek, 1958; Korman,

1960; Mac.Andrew & GurtaJJa, 1963; MacAndrew, 1965; and Muzekari, 1S65).

A

number of studies on adult pop11lationa of problem drinkers involving the use of
the MMPT consistently reported a pattern of high psychopathic deviation
(Button, 1956; Hill, 1962; and Rosen, 1960).

A Q-Sort technique has also been

8

used (MacAndrew & Garfinkel, 1962).
lists of Gough

Connor (1960) adapted the adjective check

& Heilbrun (1955) and Sarbin (1955) for

concept of the alcoholic.

his study of the self-

Vanderpool (1967) used the Adjective Check List

(Gough & Heilbrun, 1965) and the Tennessee Self Concept Scale (Fitts, 1965) in

his study of alcoholics.
Although some early investigators felt that there was a definite
alcoholic personality and associated homosexual tendencies (Chafetz, 1959;
Ferenczi, 1912 J and Parker, 1959), most of the research done in the past U.entJ
years denies both the existence of a unique alcoholic personality and related
homosexual behavior (Armstrong, 1958J Bathhurst & Glatt, 1959; Coleman, 1956;

Fbx, 1961; Hoff, 1965; Kaldegg, 1956; Kennedy & Fish, 1959; Kieve, 1950, Landis

& Bolles, 1946; Lazarus, 1956; Murphy, 1958; Rosen, 1960; Seliger, 1952;

\

Sutherland, Schroeder, & Torciella, 1950; Syme, 1957; and Witkin, Karp, & Goodenough, 1959).

Investigators have recently maintained that specific person-

ality traits (or characteristics, factors, dimensions, etc.) -- rather than an
overall personality configuration -- are common to alcoholics (Moore, 1942;
and Seliger & Rosenberg, 1941). Halpern (1946a, 1946b) described the alcoholic
as maladjusted, immature, passive, and inadequate.

Manson (1948a, 1948b)

attributed seven characteristics to the alcoho lie:

anxiety, depressive

fluctuations, emotional sensi tivi ty, feelings of' resentment, fa1 lur6 to comp let•
social ofjectives, feelings o! aloneness, and poor interpersonal relationships.
According to Stewart (1950), the alcoholic is emotionally immature
dependent.

and

Bales (1946), Lisansky (1960), and McCord & McCord (1960) described

the alcoholic as unable to cope with strong dependency needs.

Randall

&

Rogers (1953) agreed, adding that the alcoholic also has an unrealistic level

9

of aspi tation and is unwilling to make sacrifices in terms and time and energy
necessary for even mediocre success.

Shulman (1951) found that the alcohollc

is a social isolate, ambivalent toward women, and unable to pursue high aspirations.

Rotter (1945) also noted a low level of aspiration in the alcoholic.

rutton (1956) and Rosen (196o) found depressive tendencies in alcoholics, and
Schilder (1941) and Singer (1964) noted isolation. Hanfmann (1951) and Viadsen
(1964) have attributed to adult problem drinkers a tendency to doubt their
adequacy as males.

Machover & Puzzo (1959a, 1959b, 1959c) studied differences

in personality characteristics between alcoholics and non-alcoholics and found
that the alcoholics manifested a aignifieantly greater degree
oharacterieticst

echi~oi~

or

the following

character deViation, mother involvement, father

involvement, oral dependence, castration problems, castration anxiety,
feelings of insufficiency, general ambivalence, low self-esteem, sex-ambivalenct,
depression, social withdrawal, female identification, homosexuality trends,

narcissism, feelings of frustration, hostility, difficulty in expression of
hostility, general guilt feelings, high level

or

teneion or anxiety, denial,

generally defensive attitudes, and obsessive-compulsiveness.

Lisansky (1960)

suggested that besides predisposing ?ereonallty traits, an environment which is
characterized h1 frustration, pain, and deprivation can precipitate alcoholism.
Moore (1963) also emphasized the sociological factor in alcoholism, namely,
early pain!Ul disappointments which in tum lead to expectation or further
disappointment.
M'aoh research indicates that .feelings of inadequacy, dependency, and poor

self-concept are characteristic of most alcoholloe (Coleman, 1956; Connor,
196o; Fuller, 1966; Hoff, 1961, 1965; and Podolsky, 1959, 1960, 196la, 196lb,

10
1962).

In the 1iteratu1e on the self-concept of alcoholics, a generalized lack

of organization and integration

or

the self has been noted (Connor, 1962).

Vanderpool (1966) studied 100 alcoholics and found that alcoholics, even when
they are sober, have more negative self-concepts than non-alcoholics.
ing to Vanderpool, two possible reasons for why an alcoholic drinks

Accordare:

1)

in order to escape feelings of inadequacy and lack of personal and social worth

and 2) in order to project a :uore positive self-image t-o others.

H011ever,

Vanderpool points out, even when he is drinking, an alcoholic does not feel
more positive about hiuelf -- on the contrary, he !eels worse.

A negative

self-image was also noted in the alcoholic by Piotrowski, Lewie, Mikszta1,

Phillips (1958).

According t\, DePalu

&

&

Clayton (1958), "the alcoholic is

characterized by squandered intellectual potentials, low tolerance for stress,

sociopathology, and eubmieaive sociability." Scott (1958) posited immaturity
as the fundamental characteristic of the alcoholic.
the alcoholic's chief aim is selt-caetigat:ion.

Berne (1964) asserted that

McCord & McCord (1960)

attributed the characteristtc of self-pity to the alcoholic.
Many investigators feel that dependency is a

characteristic feature in

the personality structure and self-concept of the alooho).j_c (Blane & Meyers,
1963; futton, 1956a, 1956b; Karp & Ronstadt, 1965; Karp, witkin, & Goodenough,
1965; and Witkin, Karp,

l·

Goodenough, 1959). Wallinga (1956) observed strong

dependency needs, as well as a wish to avoid responsibility and self-destructiv
drives, in alcoholics. Menninger (1938) had also noted the destruction urges
of the alcoholic.

Pacon, 'Bc.l'ry, &. OU ld {1965) studied three measure of

alcoholic consumption in 110 pre).j_terate societies, hypothesizing that ''high
levels of suse of alcohol are in part motivated by a need to relieve frustrated

11
or conflicted dependency needs."

'Their hypothesis was supported, and the

negative relationship between frequency of drunkenness and indulgence of
dependence was confirmed.

Armstrong (1958), Armstrong & Wertheimer (1959),

Armstrong & Hoyt {1963), and Hayner {1961) have stated that the dependent
nature of the alcoholic is a function of parental upbringing.
From the literature on alcoholics, one may conclude that:

1) there is no

unique alcoholic personality; and 2) there are two personality characteristics
which seem prevalent among alcoholics -- dependency and inadequacy -- and
these can be manifested in a number of

W&y8.

Vanderpool (1966), for example,

subdiV:lded these tm.1 traits into five categorieei

a)

immaturity and feelings

of insecurity; b) lack of self-esteem, self-confidence, and self-acceptance;
c) feelings of sexual and physical inadequacyJ d) low tolerance for stress and
strain; and e) feelings of estrangement and lack of social worth.

Certainly,

such conclusions based upon the above mentioned studies do not encompass a
full account

or

the nature of alcoholism.

Another approach in investigat1ng the etiology of alcoholism has been the
study of young, "pre-problem" drinkers -- i.e., rather than att.empt to
detennine why alcoholics drink, a number of investigators have studied young
people and have tried to predict which of these would later become alcoholics.
Investigations seeking relationships between drinking patterns in young
problem drinkers and adult problem drinl::ers have generally shown that there are
some similarities in the personality characteristics of these t"1o groups.
Stewart & Livson (1966) suggested that adult problem drinking and smoking ofter
emerges from indivi<t11als whcee behavior in the school years was rated as
uncontrolled, assertive, and rebellious.

Drinking in defiance of authority or

12

in the pursuit of masculine camaraderie has frequently been linked to the later
immoderate use of alcohol (Bales, 1946; Ullman, 1958).

Jones• (1968) long-

itudinal study showed that boys who are to become problem drinkers were rated

high on:

uncontrolled impulsiVityJ hostility and rebelliousness; extroversive

behavior (indicated by high scores on the repressive items); emphasis on
masculinity; overdependence, coupled with an inability to maintain adequate

interpersonal relationships; and increasingly less favorably perceived, aware
of the impression they made, productive, and calm. Sanford

&

Singer (1967),

using drinking categories similar to those used by Jones (1968), found that

both male and female students who said they drink occasionally and sometimes
get drunk, scored higher on impulse.expression and developmental status than
did subjects who said they drink with.out getting drunk.
w~lliams

In put reports by

(196L, 196,, 1966, 1967), personality findings in high PDS (Problem

Drinking Scale) college students were compared with PDS ot alcoholics, and the
similarities and differences were discussed in terms
significance for the etiology ot alcoholism.

or

their possible

In one study, Williams (1965)

compared the self-concepts of college problem drinkers with the self-concepts
of alcoholics.

He gave a questionnaire including a measure of problem drinking

and the Adjective Check List (Gough & Heilbrun, 1965) to 68
fraternities at a New England men's college.

~s

from four

Williams hypothesized that proble 11

drinking would be associated with low self-evaluation.

His reeults indicated

that the college atudent problem drinkers were similar to Connor's (1960)
alcoholics in their tendency to endorse adjective suggestive ot neurosis.

In

another study, Williams (1966) observed a total of 91 students from two

colleges at five stag cocktail parties.

'Ihe

~s

completed a problem-drinking

13
scale (interpreted as measuring proneness to a.lcoholi sm) and anxiety and

depression adjective check lists which were given before the party, after 4 oz.
and at the end of the party.

There was a significant di.fferenee between

problem drinkers and non-problems in the pre-party results -- namely, problem
drinkers revealed more anxiety and depression.

These differences became in-

significant as the last two stages took place.

In a more recent study l:ly Williams (1968), high and low PDS college

students were compared with respect to effects of drinking in order to explore
psychological reasons !or moderate and heavy drinking. Williams hypothesized
that during an actual drinking s1 tua.tion, there would be significant increases

in the Adjective Check List (ACL) (Gough & Heilbrun, 1965), in

autono~,

aggression, heterosexuality, and exhibi ticn; and signiticant decreases in
achievement, deference, order, intraception, nurturance, endurance, and

abasement. Williams wae alao interested in assessing whether or not personality variables are affected differently in people who have drunk different
amounts of liquor.

His method consisted of giVing five stag cocktail parties

in fraternity houses at two men's colleges in the State of New York.

Measure

of alcoholic intake were taken before the party (condition A), during the
party after two 2-oz. drinks (condition B), and at the end of the party
(condition C).

For each condition,

~·s

tilled out an ACL which consisted of

items indicating or contraindicating each of the
dispositions in Murray's (1938) needpreae system.

15

variables representing
Results indicated that high

PDS scores were significantly asaociated with low scores on deference, order,
affiliation, nurturance, intraception, and endurance; and with high scores on
aggression, autonomy, and change.

Achievement was the only variable predicted
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to change (in a downward direction) which did not.

In general, high PDS Ss

tended to characterize themselves as autonomous, self-sufficient, aggressive,

relatively unconcerned with and uninterested in others, lacking in perseverance.
impulsive and disorfanised, and seeking novelty and variety in experience.
These data and other data reported by Williams (1967) suggest also that high
PDS persona are probably not very well liked and that they may be inadequately
socialized.

In order to compare e:ffects ot drinking experienced by high and

low PDS students, Williams (1968) computed correlations between problem drinking scores and A-B, B-C, and A-C change scores on the ACL.

nie correlations

indicated th.at there were no significant differences between high PDS and lON

PDS on changes on any

or

the variables.

personality description of low PDS

!!&

W'illiau concluded that since the

under alcohol approximates the pereon-

ali ty description of high PDS §s in a sober condition, ano since both high and
low PDS

~·

are affected similarly under alcohol, it appears that through drink-

ing, the high PDS scorers attain a state in which they can

••be

themselves"

without being so subject to criticism or aecountab1 U ty. Williams seems to be

saying that low PDS individuals are better off regardless of whether or not
they drink, while the high PDS individuals are worse off regardless of whether
or not they drink.
In order to detect those individuals whose drinking pattertUJ might
suggest that they are potential problem drinkers, Straus & Bacon (1953)

examined -- as possible criteria for potential problem drinkers -- social
complications as a result of drinking, and the presence of certain warning
signs.

Regarding social complications (failure to meet obligations; damage to

friendships; accident or injury J and formal punishment or discipline), 66%

or
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male users of alcohol (a "user" refers to anyone 'Who does not totally abstain
from drinking some alcoholic beverage) and

or

complications as a result
from O to L..

85~

of female users reported no such

drinld.ng on a Social Complications Scale ranging

Ratings of 3 and 4 were reported by only 6f, of the male users and

1% of the female users.

Straus & Ea.con (1953) found that females in the top

income group had the lO'West incidence of complications, while males in the top
income group bad the highest incidencs

or

complications.

When religious

dif'.t'erences were examined, the least allOUilt of complications was noted among
the Jewish students, the highest incidence among the Mormom users, with the

Protestants and Catholics in between.

To assess future problem drinkers,

Straus & Bacon (1953) used Jellinek'e (1952) warning signs cf potential problem

drinkingc

hanng "blackouts"; becoming drunk when alone; drinking before or

instead ot breaktaatJ and participating when drinking in aggressive or wantonly
destructive behavior.

Briefiy, any one of these behaVi.ors was reported by less

than 15% of the male users and les1 than 5% of the female users.

'lhe authors

stated that this group of users also drank more extensively than those students

who did not experience

any

of the warning signs, and were mch more apt to have

experienced social complications.

furthermore, all four forms of behavior

together suggested either an abnormal reaction to or desire for alcohol, or an
asocial drinking pattern.

From their .findings, Straus &. &.con (195.3) concluded

that the drinking of alcoholic beverages is a custom; that the individual's
behavior with reapect to drinking in large measure reflects the behavior
patterns of his own social group; and that the drinking patterns of college
students largely renect the ways

or

American society.

In light of these

conclusions, Straus & Bacon (1953) felt that "not onl:y is society ma.king an
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unsatisfactory and unrealistic approach to the problems of alcohol, but the
comm.on controls and teachings meet with resistance and sometimes appear to
stimulate the very behaVior which they are intended to suppress."
Sower (1957), in discussing teen-age drinking, outlined three areas or
types of problem drinking as follows:
with other segments of society.

l) "Drinking which leads to conflicts

Illustrations of conflicts are when drinking

violates established law, or when it results in conflicts with school
authorities ••• ";

2) "Drinking which leads to conflicts between the actions of

an individual and his beliefs, sentiments, or values ••• "; and, 3)

"Drinking

which leads to detrimental consequences for the individual of for others, such
as drinking which is followed by automobile driVing, by illicit sexual
relations, by failure to fulfill recognized social obligations,

by

group

conflicts, and so forth."
McKay (1962) studied three groups of delinquents who used alcohol
pathologically or addictively and found that all three groups qualified in the
three areas of problem drinking described by Sower (19.57).

McKay•s findings

were based on a survey of 500 male delinquents admitted to the Massachusetts
You th Service Board Reception (from February to October, 1960), a study of an
additional 122 boys at the same facility, and a clinical research project
involVing 20 boys and girls referred for treatment by correctional authorities.
lh general, McKay found that the delinquents characterized as addictive
drinkers drank differently, under different circumstances, and for different
reasons than students studied in several high schools in this country. The
drinking behavior of these adolescent problem drinkers closely paralleled that
of the confirmed alcoholic seen in clinical practice, except for the absence
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of physical debilitation which had not had the opportunity to develop, and
except for the poor control the adolescent problem drinkers exercised over thei•
impulses.

Specific to the adolescent problem drinkers, McKay found

disturbances in four major areas:

1) hostility; 2) impulsiveness; 3)

depression; and 4) sexual confusion.

McKay attributed the presence of these

problems to emotional and economic deprivation and neglect, and especially to

the instability of the family's breadwinner.

McKay also noted tvo of the

psychological defense mechanisms employed by the adolescent problem drinkers:
1) denial, in order to effect a feeling of detachment or lack of concern about
situations that would ordinarily produce severe anxiety; and, 2) projection,
another means of adapting to stress, this time by blaming another person for a
particular situation.
The McCord a (1962) did a longitudinal study of a lower-class population
in Boston.

1heir description

or

the subjects who later became alcoholics,

written .from information gathered when these subjects were preadolescent,
included:

"outwardly self-conf'ident ••• unrestrained aggression ••• activity

rather than pasaivity ••• emphasia on independence." The MeCords' data suggested
that a dependency conflict and a eearch for the self-image produce a ".facade of
intense masculinity" in the early adolescence of these males who later became

alcoholics.
In some studies of drinking patterns among young people, certain
personality characteristics frequently attributed to adult deViant drinkers
were absent in the younger pre-problem drinkers.

Jones (1968), for example,

did not find the depressive tendencies, isolation, self-pity, and destructi.ve
urges frequently associated with adult problem drinkers in her young pre-
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problem Ss.

She stated, however, that perhaps at later ages these individuals

might turn to more self-punitive and vithdrawn defenses if the extroversive
coping devices would become ineffective. Gomberg (1968) reviewed Jones' (1968)
and the McCords' (1960, 1962) research and concluded that the potential problem
drinker appears to be a boy who has less than adequate control over impulsivity
who overplays the active masculine role, and who tends to use denial as a major
line of defense.
While the above mentioned studies on young problem drinkers have offered
dynamically oriented explanations as to why some young people drink to the
extent of harming themselves, few studies have dealt with more illlllediate, precipitating factors stimulating young individuals to drink alcoholic beverages.
Hershenson (1965), studying adults, found that problem drinkers with a stronger
sense of identity take a drink more readily when placed under stressful situations, and drink to drunkenness more readily once they began drinking.

The

findings from Mulford's (1963) survey on adults suggested that the drinker
("drinker" is to be defined as "user", i.e., one who does not totally abstain
from consuming some alcoholic beverage) in a group in which drinking is less
prevalent may be most likely to encounter difficulty because of his drinking.
In our survey of the literature, we found no research on precipitating factors
for why pre-problem high school or college students take a drink.

Straus &

Bacon (1953), while reporting on reasons for drinking for their entire sample,
did not give figures on their subgroup of potential problem drinkers.

In an

attempt to deal with related problems, Sanford (1968) offered a theoretical
scheme in which the basis for classifying a drinking pattern is its relations
to the purposes, functioning, and development of the individual.

Sanford
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suggests three purposes of drinking:

drinking may be integrative (haV:ing a

place in the attainment of goale); drinking may be facilitative (in the service
of constructive goals); or drinking may be escapist (designed to alleviate
anxiety, or aid in the gratification of otherwise threatening impulses).

applied this same scheme to the patterns cf abstinence.

He

Such a typology,

Sanford feels, vould be "based on the relations of the practice to the purposes, f'unctioning, and fate of the group or the individual."

The Strass-

burgere (1965), also belieVing that the categories for describing alcoholrelated behavior are too crude and too unrelated to any general theory of
drinking and personality, made a distinction between "mill tantn and "tolerant"

abstainers.
These findings lead to the second reason already mentioned for studying
drinking in college -- namely, to asses1 more accurate indications or drinking

patteme, to integrate the numerous variables which influence an 1ndiV1dua1 1 s

drinking pattern, anc in general, to help complete the body ot knowledge about
drinking behavior in college students.

It ia this second reason upon which

this study is primarily focused.
Some authors .feel that the study of drinking behavior in young people is

juetified solely by the knowledge thereby obtained, and does not necessarily
have to be related to alcoholism, drinking problems, etc.

Plaut (1962) in

summarizing the conference at Chatham, .Munchusetts, on alcohol, alcoholism,
and crime, stated that while a large proportion of teen-agers do "drink", i.e.,
c onsume alcoholic beverages, for most of the youngsters, drinking is not a
problem and does not get them into diff:l..cultiea.

Of the small group who does

get into trouble because of drinking, only a tiny fraction are alcoholics.
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Plaut stressed that for most teen-agers, drinking is not an expression of
rebellion or defiance, but part of a general pattern of attempting to be adult,

to act like a grown-up, and to be independent.

Also agreed upon at the

conference was the idea that most teen-agers learn about drinking from adults
-- often, from their otin parents, and they drink because of the social and
psychological meaning of this activity rat.her than in an effort to become
intoXicated.

Strau11 & Bacon (19,J) pointed out that since youth often appears

irresponsible and foolish to the older generation, it is not surprising to
.find that the word drinking used in connection with college students is apt to
convey an impression of excess.

These authors state that the adult conception

of college drinking is far from reality.

Lolli (1965) discussed the problem of

alcoholism in terms of an ineft'iciency-ef£iciency ratio, and defined inebriety
as "an alcohol induced state of inefficiency at a time -when the individual
needs efficiency ••• inebriety cannot be defined exclusively in terms of blood
alcohol concentrations."

Finding that the overall ratio of efficiency-to-in-

efficiency of American citizenry taken as a whole is perhaps the most adequate
in the world.

Lolli concluded that "in this age of rapid changes and over-

whelming stresses, the beneficial effects of alcohol on our efficiency far outweigh alcohol's liabilities," and does not regard the effects of alcohol to be

as deleterious as other do.
The majori cy of studies on drinking behavior in college students has
related drinking patterns with demographic variables.

The most extensive study

relating drinking in college to various environmental variables was made by
~traus

& Bacon (1953). Their survey was initiated in 1947 and the collection

of data took place during 1949-1951.

'!he study included 27 colleges
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representing different types:

public, private, and sectarian institutions;

coeducational, men's, anCJ women's schools; White and Negro; urban and rural;
large and small enrollments; and different. geographical areas.

The study

intentionally included a relatively large number of Mormom and Jewish students,
as these groups were considered to have unique drinking sanctions of particular
The principal technique employed in the survey was a question-

significance.

naire, which was administered to a total of 16,300 students.
96.6% were usable and used in the final analysis.

From the retums,

Straus & Bacon (1953)

emphasized that such a high rate of usable returns is "evidence of the
intelligent, sincere, and rather serious spirit of cooperation with which the
vast majority of the students met the survey • 11

Generally, Straus

& Bacon (1953), as well as other authors, have

found

that drinking patterns var,y as a function of such demographic variables as
parental sanctions, regional differences, sex differences, marital status, type
and amount of education, vocational status, religious affiliation, ethnic back-

ground, race, and income.
Straus

&

Bacon (1953) noted that a student is more likely to consume

alcoholic beverages if his family income is high, and more likely to abetain if
hie (or particularly, her) f'amil) incoN is low.

Mulford (1963) found that the

percentage of problem drinkers was highest in the Western part of the United
States, and among males, residents of the larger cities, the divorced or
unmarried, those with the least

anc

with the highest vooati onal status.

those with the most education, and those

'!he lowest rates were found am.ong

lutherans, Congregational1et1, Presbyterians, Episcopalians, and Jews.

A

number of studies have shown that abstainers are more likely than drinkere to
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have come .from rural areas and small communities (Cahalan et al., 1965;
University of Kansas, 1956; Knup.t"er, 1961; Maxwell, 1952; and Mulford & Miller,
1959).

Regarding parental in!luences on drinking behavior, the rate of problem
drinking among teen-agers is apparently related to parental attitudes toward

It seems that the earlier a child ie exposed to the taste of

drinking.

alcohol, the less likely will be the occurrence of a drinking problem.

For

example, children in Italian-American and Jewish families are exposed to
alcohol at a very early age -- as young as two to three years -- but grow up to
have the lowest rates of alcoholism of any cultural groups in the United States
(Lolli et al., 1958; and Snyder, 1958).

By contrast, eoll18 of the highest rates

of alcohol addiction have been found among children who were denied alcohol
until the age of 21 {Bales, 1962; and Glad, 1947).
students who drank (Straus
centage

or

Among Mormon college

& Bacon, 1953), for example, there was a high per-

"social complications" from drinking :tor 42% of the males and 41%

the females, although relatively few Mormon students drank.
(19S3} .found such problems to occur in

on~

or

Straus &. &loon

20% of the males and 2% of the

females among the relatively many Jeldsh students who drank.

In general,

Straus & Bacon (1953) found that parents• attitudes tovard their children'"
drinking practices vere closely related to the parents• ovn drinking practices.
Straus & Bacon (1953} stated that "the influence of parental drinking practices
upon those of sons and daughters cannot be stressed too strongly."
~ere

users,

74%

reported that their fathers drank and

54%

Of eons who

reported that their

mothers drank; of daughters that were users, 86" reported that their fathers
drank and

72% reptlrted that their mothers drank; of sons who abstained, 65%
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reported that their fathers abstained and 81% reported that their mothers
abstained;

and

or daughters

lWho abstained, 58% reported that their fathers ab-

stained and 78% reported that their mothers abstained.

According to Blum

&

Blum (1967), how children are introduced to drinking depends upon the ethnic
group of which they are members, and on the correlated fact of cohesiveness of
families and the extent to which .families "teach" drinking behavior.

In her

Berkeley study, Knupfer (1961) found that whether or not the respondent's
parents drank and/or approved of liquor had a. marked influence on whether or
not the respondent was an abstainer, but had mch less correlation with how mucl
people drank, if they'drank at all.

There has been agreement on this finding

in reports of other studies (Straus & Bacon, 19.53; University of Kansas, 1956;

and University of Wisconsin, 1956).

Knupfer (1961) also found that the

influence of the mother's drinking appears to be

considerabl~

greater than the

influence of the father's drinking :for both male and female respondents.

the Straus

&

In

Bacon (1953) study, the stronger influence of the mother's

behavior was apparent among college women but not among college men.

In her

study, r..nupfer (1961) no tad that if both parents drank, the proportion of
drinkers among their male and female children (the respondents in her study)
'Was the same, whereas if one or both parents was an abstainer, their female

children were less likely to drink than their male children.

These findings

support Straus & Bacon's (1953) position that women are more responsive to

parental sanctions against drinking and more likely to drink only vhen their
home background fully encourages drinking.

Other research Giational Center for

Prevention & Control of Alcoholism, 1967) has also ehown that drinking patte:rn5
of teen-agers are learned from adult models, and more specifically, from the
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adult pattern in the same community.

If the parents drink, the greater the

probability that their teen-age children will drink; similarly, parents who abstain generally raise children who will abstain.

As mentioned before, negative sanctions originating in the family are
associated with an impressively high incidence

or abstainers

for both sexes.

Church sanctions appear more effective than no advice, while sanctions coming
from the school are actually associated with a greater incidence than no advice
at all (Straus & Pacon, 195)).

A comparison of the four religious groups by

incidence of drinking in relation to advice from the church to abstain showed
no difference for Protestants, Jews, Mormons, and Catholics (Straus & Bacon,

1953). Another study examining the effects of both religious behavior and
parental sanctions was done by Shaw & Gampbell (1962}.

They investigated 210

male freshmen at Duke University and the University of North Carolina regarding
parents• feelings about their use of alcohol, their own drinking behavior,
their informal associations, and religious attendance.

The authors also bad th•

students respond to a series of hypothetical dilemmas involving the use of
alcohol.

Results indicated that those students who drank without parental

approval were similar to those students lfho drank without parental opposition
in the a1110Unt

or drinking,

informal association, and low frequency of

attendance at religious serv:i.cea.

Those who drank without parental approval

were, however, similar to non-drinkers in their religious training, religious
attendance prior to college, and in some of their reeponses to hypothetical
dilemmas.

It was concluded that those who drank, even though they felt a

moral pressure not to, t-ended to seek support for their deviant behavior throug ~

informal association rather than through parental attitude.

Examining

on~

the religious variable, large

difference~

have been shown

between drinkers and abstainers 1d. th respect to religious affiliation.

Many

studies comparing the drinking patterns of Protestants and Catholics have found
that the proportion of abstainers is iw.ch leas among Catholics than among

Protestants {Knupfer, 19611 Maxwell, 1952; McCarthy, 1956; Mulford & Miller,

1959; Riley & Marden, 1947; Straus & Bacon, 195JJ and the University of Kansas,
1956).

Cahalan et al. {1965} .found that Jews and conservative Protestant sects

(e.g., Methodists, .Baptists, Congregationalists} showed a lower incidence of
heavy drinking than other religioue groups. With respect to occasional consumption of alcoholic beverages, Cahalan et al. (1965) found that 82% of the
Jews in their sample drank at least occasionally, in contrast to
conservative Protestants.

65~

of the

Knup!'er & Room (1966) studied drinking patterns and

attitudes in Irish, Jewish, and White Protestant men.

'!heir data from

755 mail

questionnaires filled out by 224 Irish, 344 Protestant, and 187 Jewish men
showed considerable ethnic differences in drinking patterns, and particularly
in quantity drunk at a ai tting and recent intoXication experience.

'Ihe Irish

were highest in terms of quantity drunk and recent intoxication experience, the
\;hite Protestants being next, and the Jews the lowest on these tliio variables.
\t,hile Jews with no religious affiliation were more likely to have had recent

intoxication experiences, Knupter & Room's (1966) sample showed no differences
in intoxication experience between Orthodox, Conservative, and P.eform Jews.
The authors pointed out that the ethnic differences in drinking patterns
continued to be substantial even for their generation §_11.
Fegarding the religious factor with respect to college students, Straus &
&con (1953) found that differences in the incidence of drinking aioong
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religious groups were consistent with the different sanctions on drinking.
These authors noted the greatest incidence of drinking -- for both sexes -among the Jewish students, and the smallest incidence among Mormon students.
Catholic students and Protestant students were, reepectively, second and third
in order.

Among the religious groups where negative sanctions prevail, there

were many more female than male abstainers.

Again, this euggeste that as

sanctions against drinking in a college group are stronger, they are more
effective for female students than tor male students.

With respect to extent

of religious affiliation, Straus &. Bacon (1953) generally found that those

students who participated in religious activity also observed their religion•s
drinking sanctions.

incidence

The authors pointed out t: at religious participation and

or drinking

this position.

mlilJ' reflect more basic factor&, but did not elaborate on

Astin (1968) obtained questionnaire data from 127,212 entering

freshmen in 246 college institutiOT1..11 regaroing socio-economic background,
academic and extracurricular achievements in high school, and future educationa
anci

vocational plans.

The data was eoq:>iled from item& on the Inventory of

College Activities (ICA), the College Characteristics Index (CCI), the College
&

University Environmental Scales (CUES), and the Environmental Aaseaament 'lech

nique (EAT).

Astin (1968) hypothesized -- and found -- that drinking and

religiousness are negatively relatedJ i.e., 111£ one knows the extent of student
drinking that occurs on the campus, he can uue this information as a fairly

accurate inverse measure of the amount of religious behavior among the
students." Astin (1968) attributad this phenomenon to two factors:

the kinds

of students initially recruited by the college, and the degree of
administrative permissiveness 'Which may contribute to shaping these patterns of
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student behaVior.
With respect to sex differences in patterns of drinking behavior, Knupfer
(1961) conducted 570 interviews with a repreeentative cross-section o.f' the
adult population of Berkeley' caurornia,, and found that male respondents
clearly predominate among heavy drinkers, whereas moderate drinkers and
abstainers are similar in having a higher proportion of female respondents in
their ranks.

Clark (1964) studied sex differences in alcoholic beverage usage,

basing his data on 1268 interviews conducted in San Francisco in 1961.

Among

his findings, Clarie observed that a greater proportion of women than men drank
for social reasons, while a greater proportion of men than women drank for
relaxation

r~aeorut

and for personal effects reasons (e.g., reduce anxiety, for-

get problems, relieve tension, etc.).

Cahalan et al. (1965) surveyed drinking

practices in Hartford, Connecticut and in Berkeley, California, and found that
men drank more than women -- the difference being more pronounced in Hartford
than in Berkeley.

In general, Cahalan et al. (1965) noted that a combination

of three variables -- sex, age, and income -- accounted f'or a large share of
the variance in drinking behaVior in both Hartford, Connecticut and Berkeley,
California.

Younger, well-to-do men drank the most and older, poorer women

drank the least.

Child, Barry, & Bacon (1965) surveyed 139 societies, mostly

preliterate, and found a de:f'inite sex difference in 53 societies and no
eVidence of a sex difference in 36 (the remaining 50 societies vere excluded fo,
a variety of reasons.

They found that societies With a definite eex difference

in drinking tended significantly to have a large sex difference in chi lei-training practices anrl al10 tended to have characteriatice of mettlement pattern,
subsistence economy, and child training which appeared to encourage or require
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greater differentiation between the sexes in their adult role.

Generally, the

results were consistent with the hypothesis of dependency conflict in males as
e major source of motivation for increased drinking in males.
' -

Specific to sex differences in college students, studies have

generally; 1~t'

indicated that drinking is more frequent aroong males than among females.

It

has already been mentioned that Straus & Bacon (1953) found a higher incidence
of drinking among men.

Jessor et al. (1968) studied 88 students -- 33 male,

50 female -- from introductory psychology classes at the University of Colorado
and found that the sex difference in total alcohol intake was accounted for
entirely by the difference in beer consumption.

Wine and spirits yielded the

same quantity-frequency eeores for both males and females.

Jessor et al.

(1968) also found a significant sex difference on a measure of drunkenness, the
men's frequency of ha"Ving been drunk or pretty high in the past year being
higher than the women's frequency.

Finally, the men reported significantly

more drinking-related complications than did the women.
Regarding racial differences, limited evidence suggests that the
incidence of alcoholism is higher for Negro than for Caucasian men (Bailey,
Haberman, & Alksne, 1965; Maddox & Borinski, 1964; and Za:x, Gardner, & Hart,
1964). Maddox & Borinski's (1964) review of the literature describing the
drinking behavior and consequences of drinking among American Negroes revealed
three patterns: 1) drinking is prevalent among Negroes;

2) it is associated

with a high incidence of personal and social complications; and 3) among

Negroes with middle-class backgrounds, self-disparagement is a major factor in
the complications associated with drinking.

Lo1f self-esteem was found to be ;:(:

a correlate of both preoccupation and drinking for effect.

Lemert (1954),

11
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based upon his etudy of drinking problems among Northwest Coast Indians,
hypothesized that individuals who have been indoctrinated with a "middle class
drinking ethic or perhaps with that which has been called the •Protestant
Ethic•" will symbolize drinking as evidence of loss of control over the self,
a cardinal sin in its terms.

Specific to racial differences in drinking

patterns of college students, Maddox & Willla1ns (1968) investigated the relatim ehip between drinking behavior and socio-economic status, self-esteem, and re11·
gious affiliation of 262 male freshmen in a atat-e-supported Negro college in

North Carolina.

Each

~·s

drinking was measured by a quantity-frequency index

based on the number of drinks, converted to absolute alcohol, he ordinarily
consumed on a drinking occasion, combined with the reported frequency of euch
occasions in a given period.

Socio-economic status was measured

~'

Hol1ings-

head 's (1958) two-factor Index o! Status Placement (ISP) for heads of household.

Self-esteem wae measured by acceptance or rejection of

15 essentially

derogatory descriptive statements which a person might apply to himself and of

6 similar statements which significant-others (e.g. family and friends) might
use to describe him.

Leneki's (1963) measures of association, orthodoxy, and

devotionalism were used to estimate religious involvement and orientation.
resulting findings were:
users).
~as

The

1) Of the 262 freshmen, 76% were drinkers (i.e.,

In light of the older ages of most of these freshmen, this proportion

considered quite high as compared to Caucasian college male freshmen.

2)

The most commonly reported problem associated with drinking among Negro men -trouble with the police -- was infrequent among the Negro collegians.

3) On

the basis of Mulford•s (1966) preoccupati.on-with-aloohol scale for identifying

problem drinkers, 27% of the Negroes in Maddox & Williams• (1968) sample were
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in scale types which Mulforo had found to be reasonably predictive of trouble
1111 th drinking.

4) Of the 262 fresh.men, 49% of the abstainers had high self-

esteem, while only 19% of the heavy drinkers had high self-esteem.
high self-esteem was found to be not simply a .function
of religious anti aooio-economic background:

or

However,

abstinence, but also

the higher-status Protestant who

abstained was most likely to indicate high self-esteem, while the extent of
drinking was not associated with self-esteem among the lONer-status freshmen.
Maddox & Williama (1968) interpreted this last finding in terms of the llmi ted
exposure of the lower-status freshmen to the conflicting aspects of drinking
prominently felt by the middle status (i.e., loss of control vs. sociability

and conviVi.ality).
Demographic norms specific to drinking on the college campus have covered
such variables as type of college, year in college, drinking habits of' friends,
choice of beverage, quantity and frequency of alcohol consumption, degree and
frequency of intoxication, drinking places, and effects from drinking.
Regarding type• of colleges, Straus &. Bacon (195.3) found that among male
students, usera of alcoholic beverages included 92% of those attending private
colleges,

80% of those attending public colleges, and 65% of those attending

private colleges controlled by 11dry 11 religious denominations.

P\trt.hermore, in

the private "dry" colleges, the proportion of abstainers among women was ruch
higher than that among men.

In the colleges where drinking was most prevalent,

the incidence of drinking among women came closest to approximating that for

men. Where there was less drinking, there was a marked discrepancy between the
incidence f'or men and for women.

Straus & Bacon (19$3) interpreted this find-

ing as suggesting that where sanctions against drinking are strongest, their
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effectiveness is ltllleh greater for women than for men.
The survey by Straus & Bacon (1953) showed that the incidence of drinking
increased with each college year.

For men, there was an increase from 69%

among freshmen to 87% among seniors; for women, the incidence was from 46% amon1
freshmen to 77% among seniors.

Straus & Bacon (1953) also reported that students who stated that the
majority of their close friends drink were usually drinkers themselves, while

those students whose close friends abstained were generally abstainers also.
Straus & Bacon (1953) found that most drinking by college women occurs in
mixed groups.

Men, in addition to drinking in mixed social groups, drink even

more frequently in all-male fellowships.

Under the all-male circumstances, the

usual beverage is beer, while in the mixed groups, it is more likely to be
spirits.

The students• choice of beverage appeared to be unrelated to several

of the factors which were found to be associated with the over-all question of
use or abstinence:

family income, religion, and ethnic group.

Instead,

variations in choice 'Were seen to accompany such factors as drinking situation
or drinking companione.
beverage choice.

Fink (1965) obtained opposite results regarding

He conducted a home-interview study of alcoholic-beverage

drinking practices among nearly 400 male adult drinkers in and around Oakland,
caurornia.

Fink (1965) found that in social drinking situations, personal

choice of beverage persists to some extent, even in the presence of social
norms -- wine drinkers would be more likely than others to order wine of these
occasions, beer drinkers to order beer, and distilled-beverage drinkers to ordex
cocktails or highballs.

It should be emphasized here that Fink (1965) was

studying a general male adult group, which might not be as concerned with peer
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approval ae are college students.
Straus & Bacon (1953) indicated that most students reported first getting
tight in the presence of close friends rather than .family. Again, for most men,
it was close friends of' the same sex; for most women, it was close friends in

mixed company.
and

Of all of the students who had ever been tight, 75% of the men

47% of the women reported it had happened before

they entered college.

Straus & Bacon (1953) concluded that college did not figure prominently as the
place where initial intoxication was experienced.
With respect to college drinking regulations, Straus & Bacon (1953) found

that in those colleges having rules againet drinking, relatively few students
drink -- b.J.t at these "dry" schools, those students who do drink tend to drink
more frequently and more heavily and are more often involved in drinking-relatec
incidental problems than are students of colleges with a mere liberal attitude
toward drinking. As one student is quoted to have said:

"If you have to drive

fifty miles to get a drink, you don•t take just one drink."
IJ'.he findings of Straus

&

Bacon (19$3) on quantity, or amount, of alcohol

consumed did not support the stereotype of heavy drinking by most atudente.
Making adjustments for differences in the alcohol content of various types of
beverage, Straus &. Bacon (1953) found that the average quantity of alcoholic
beverages consumed at one sitting showed rather wide variation depending on the
type of beverage and the sex of the drinker.

Both men and women consumed more

alcohol at a sitting when drinking spirits than when drinking beer or wine.
More than 95% of students of both sexes consumed only smaller or medium amounts
of wine, and more than 90% consumed smaller or medium amounts of beer.
Frequency of drinking by students was not found to be widespread (Straus
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Bacon, 1953).

Over 40% of the men and more than 50% of the women who drank

did so no more than once a month.

Approximately

20~

women who drank did so less than 6 times a year.
the women drank oftener than once a week.

of the men and

25% of the

Only 21% of the men and 10% o t:>

StuG'ents were asked to indicate

li>hether they drink, on the average,. more often at college or on vacation.

Half

the women reported no difference, while the rest divided evenly between college
and vacation.

Half the men, too, reported no difference, but 15% reported more

frequent drinking at college and

35%

more drinking on vacation.

Regarding student drinking places, Straus

t.~

Bacon (1953) found that three

main types of beverage were ordinarily consumed in different settings.

wine drinking took place in homes

Most

(7L% for men, 82% for women}; beer drinking

usually occurred in restaurants, taverna, or bars (60% for men, 47% for women}J
for spirits the night club wae the chief setting for both sexes.

Straus

&

Bacon (1953) found it quite significant that very small percentages were shown

for fraternity and sorority houses as the usual setting for any type of drinking, in light of eociety•e accusations that these organizations encourage drink

ing.

The authors aleo found that there was not a meaningful difference between

fraternity and non-fraternity students with respect to drinking customs.

They

concluded that drinking behavior does not stem from the society per se but

'

----

rather from the current practices of the students who a.re associated in memberehip.

The finding that over 70% of the male athletes and over 60% of the

female athletes were users of alcoholic beverages might be partly a function of
the many social activities in which these people must participate.
In determining effects from drinking, Straus

"high", "tight", and ttdrunk" as follows:

& Eeoon (1953) defined

"high" indicates a noticeable effect
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without going beyond socially acceptable behavior (increased gaiety, alight

ruzziness of perception, etc.);

"tight" suggests unsteadinesa in ordinary

physical activities, or noticeable aggressiveness, or oversolicitiousness, or
loss of control over social amenities or of verbal accuracy, or slight nausea;
11

drunk" suggests an overstepping of social expectancies (short of complete

passing out), loss of control in ordinary physical activities, and inability to
respond to reactions of others.

Straus &. Bacon (1953) also incorporated the

levels of "no appreciable change in behavior or attitude" and ''Passed out" in

order to complete the possible range of effect.

The majority of students

reported that on most occasions when they drank, they were aware of no
appreciable change in behavior.

Nearly

50%

of the men users and over 80% of

the women users reported being tight never or lees than 6 times in their lives •
.About 10% of the men and leas than 1% of the women reported being tight more
than 50times.

On

the level labeled "drunk", 90% of the women users and 50% ot

the men users reported never haV1ng been drunk or only once.

The most advanced

stage, "passing out 11 , occurred never or once or twice by 90% of the male users
and 99% of the female users.

F\lrther inquiry revelaed that early intoxication

was not ll\8rely a product of childhood experimentation, but rather a function of

some established pattern.

Straus & Bacon (1953) concluded that background

cultural and social forces are very important in the adoption or non-adoption
of a behavior pattem and its mode, frequency, intensity, and individual manner
of expression; but after the behavior pattern is adopted, indiV1dual,
situational factors take on increasing significance.

Often, the extent and

nature of the resulting pattern is affected by the level of clarity and
explicitnese of the individual's cultural norms.

For ex.ample, for the Mormons,
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there is no norm for drinking.

Thus, extreme patterns of drinking behavior

would be likely since the behavior itself represents rejection of social rules.
Relatively very little research has been done on the psychological aspect1
of drinking in college, i.e., anxiety about drinking, reasons for drinking,

personality differences between drinkers and abstainers, relationships between
personality features and drinking patterns and/or with demographic variables.
Even lees of this type of research has employed psychological tests.
With respect to subjective reports of psychological reactions to drinking

in college students (questionnaires, check-lists, surveys, etc.), most
investigators have concluded -

based upon their inquiries -- that college

users of alcohol are not particularly anxious about their drinking behavior,
that they drink primarily for social reasons, and that they tend to express

their impulses.

In Straus & Bacon's study, anxiety over drinking was expressed

by 17% of the men and 10% of the women; these reported that they either feared

the long-range consequences of their drinking, or had felt that they might
become dependent upon or addicted to alcohol, or both. In the majority of
cases where anxiety was expressed by men, it was associated with a relatively
high incidence of intoxication, of difr.iculties resulting from drinking, or of
warning signs of potential problem drinking.

Straus & Bacon (1953) considered

this "a highly significant .finding, for i t suggests that the potential prcblem
drinker beginff to recognize something different about his own drinking behavior

and is often fearful of the consequences at a relatively early stage of develop·
ment ••• Constructive counseling at this early stage might contribute effectivel;i.

1

toward preventing future progression into alcoholism.." As for reasons for
drinking, Straus &: Bacon (1953) found a high degree of agreement between men al'l(
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women in the reasons they reported for drinking.
given by men included:

'!be most frequent reasons

enjoyment ot taste; to comply with custom; to be gay;

to relieve fatigue or tension; to get high; and to get along better on dates.
Feasons most frequently given by women included:

enjoyment of taste; to comply

with custom; to be gay; to relieve .fatigue or tension; and to get along better

on dates.

Straus & &.con (1953) indicated that these reasone have primarily a

social connotation and are

or

greater importance than thoae suggesting

primarilj a psychological motivation (e.g., as an aid in meeting crises; to get
drunk; for a sense of well-being; and in order not to be shy}.

Regarding

personality features assessed through questionnaire-type techniques,

Straes-

burger & Strassburger (1965) studied a sample of college students and found
that impulse expreseim is related to highly positive attitudes toward social
drinking.

Astin (1968) found that students in colleges where the rate of drink

ing is relatively high are more argum.entaUve, independent, and competit,ive in
their behavior than are typical students.

Also, they tend to be brighter

academically, to be more highly motivated toward graduate training, and to come

from higher socio-economic backgrounos.
As mentioned before, the amount of paychological testing done to determin•

reasons for drinking among young people -- especially college students -- has
been sparse.

'nl:i s author coulc find only three such studies (Jeseor, Carman f.-:

Grossman, 1968; Kalin, McClelland, & Kahn, 1965; and I.undin & Boyer, 1965.)
Kalin, McClelland, & Kahn (1965) reported three experiments in which a
total of

12h

college males wrote TAT stories at three points during social

drinking, either in living room discussion groups or at stag cocktail parties.
Under similar conditions, 62 comparable

§.• wrote TAT stories when only
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non-alcoholic beverages were served.

In contrast to the control Ss whose

protocols showed almost no changes, the protocols of the experimental

~B

showed

significant increases in various sentient thoughts with inoderate drinking, and
decreases in vari ou.e inhibitory thoughts with heaner drinking.

Among the

former, meaning contrast and physical aggression thoughts increased up to a
maximum at 3-4 drinks (containing 1.5-oz. shots of 86-proof alcoholic beverage).
'Ibey then decreaaed and were replaced by an increasing number of physical
sexual thoughts from 6 drinks on.

'Ihe decline in inhibitory though ts --

aggression restraint, fear, anxiety, and time cmieern -- occurred regularly
only after heavy drinking from 6 drinks on.
recurred again at high .frequency in thoee
and up).

Physical aggression thoughts

!?•

who drank very heaV:i. ly (10 drinks

A "need tor Sentience" score -- based on the pre-party TAT stories,

and consisting of the sentient categories which increased minus some of the

inhibitory categories which decreased -- predicted the amount of alcohol that
would subsequently be consumed.
I.undin &. Sawyer (1965) attempted to discover what relationships, if any,

exist between teat anxiety, drinking patterns, and scholastic achievement in a
group ot male college undergraduates.
questionnn~e

They gave the IPAT Anxiety Scale and a

conkltructed to evaluate drinking patterns to 40 male fraternity

students at Hamilton College.

Their reaults were the following:

1) The three

measures of alcoholic consu11ption (the amount consumed per week; the number of

drinking daya per week; ancl the effect index) had a statistically insignificant
but positive relationahip to test anxiety.

index was the

mo~t

2) Of the three measures, the effec1

definitely related to test anxietN.

'!his result agrees with

the common attitude that those individuals who drink to achieve some stage of
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intoxication do so to be relieved of some tension and anxiety.
and scholastic achievement show some positive relationship.

3) Anxiety

Here, the authors

state that anxiety over studies minimizes the tendency of some students to
drink.

4) 'Ihe effect index and the number of extracurricular actiVitiee are

positively related.
explain this finding.

'Ihe authors posited an operative sociability factor to
5) Final~·, since a large number of the heaviest

drinkers came from private preparatory schools, it is possible that attitudes
toward drinking may have developed prior to coming to college.

These attitudes

may have developed out of the kind of secondary school situation or reflect
family attitudes 'With regard to drinking.

Jessor, C&rman, & Grossman (1968) attempted to relate personality factors
to variations in the use of alcohol among .300 students from introductory
psychology classes at the University of Colorado.

'!he authors hold the poaitio1

that drinking behavior can be essentially adaptive, serving to attain goals,
attain substitute goals, and cope with failure.

With this in mind, they

hypothesized that when expectations of need satisfaction in acadelllic achievement {ACH) and peer affection (AFF) are low, the measure of alcohol intake,
drunkemess, and drinking-related complications would tend to be higher.

Expectations of needs for achievement and peer affection were assessed by means
of a JO-item questionnaire --

15 ACH iteu and 15 A.FF items. '!he measure of

alcoholic intake was obtained by determining a quanti ty-frequeney (0-F) index;
the measure of drunkenness consisted of a single question:
have you gotten drunk or pretty high in the last year?"

"How many times

and _§a circled the

appropriat9 choice; the measure of drinking-related complications was aeeeesed

using Straus & Baoon•s (1953) four categories of drinking-related problems:
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formal punishment or discipline, accidents or injuries, damage to friendships,

and failure to meet everyday obligations.

In analyzing their results, Jessor

et al. {1968) assigned the Sa to one ot four groups: 1) High ACH/High AFF; 2)
High ACH/JJJw AFF; 3) Low ACH/High AFF; and h) Low ACH/Low AFF.

hypothesis was supported:
(p

The au there 1

the Low ACH/Low AFF group had the highest score

.05) on each of the three drinking measures. Next, Jessor et al. {1968)

investigated whether students with low expectations of goal attainment actually
attribute more problem-solving :functions to their use
students.

or

alcohol than do other

The authors presented the Ss with a list of drinking functions to

which they were asked to respond by checking all of those which characterize

their awn reasons for drinking.

The four categories of functions werea

1)

Positive Social F\mctions (PS) -- drinking tor the convivial pleasure which
surrounds

it; 2) Conforming Social P\lnctions {CS) -- drinking because it is

appropriate to, or necessary for, certain social situations; 3) Peychophysiological :functions (PH) -- drinking to relieve physical symptoms; and L) Personality Effects FUnctions (PE) -- drinking as an escape from, or relief for,

psychological inadequacies, problems, or shortcomings, or as a way of ach1ev1ng
goals not otharwiee attainable.

The authors predicted that a negative relation

ship should exist bebfeen expectations of' need satisfaction and the degree to
which PE functions were attriblted to drinking.

They also anticipated a

negative relationship with the CS and PH functions.
was expected between PS functions and expectations

A positive relationship

or need

achievement.

Their

findings partially supported their hypothesis, findings in the women being more
consistently supportive than in the men.

For the men, it was found that the

higher the expectation of achievement, the larger the proportion of !Unctions
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chosen which are attributable to PS functions; the lower the expectation of
affection, the higher the proportion of functions chosen which are attril:utable
to the PH or the PE function. Jeasor et al. (1968) regarded their study as
representing a start in the direction of relating personality factors to
variations in the use of alcohol among youth of college age.
that their study took no account of demographic variables.

It might be noted
FUrthermore,

students who abstain from drinking alcoholic beverages were excluded from the
study.

Specific to high school students, most of the studies on the use of
alcoholis beverages have focused on drinking practices {Jones, 1957; Maddox,
1962; Maddox & Eorinski, 1964; Slater, 19$2; Sower, 1958; and Spalding, 1956).
A number of aurveys have reported attitudes of high 1chool students toward the

use of alcoholic beverages, but these attitudes are usually inferred from
drinking behavior (Heath, Maier,

&

Remmers, 1957; Hofstra Research Bureau, 1953

University of Kansas, 1956; and the University of Wisconsin, 1956).

A few

studies have incorporated some data on what teen-agers think about their own
drinking and that of adults, but the emphasis has been on drinking practices
(Imre, 1963; Landman, 1952; University of Kansas, 1956; and University of
Wisconsin, 1956).

Blane, Hill,

&

Brown (1968) posited that prior to their

study, no studies of high school students have attempted to relate personality
variables to attitudes toward the use of alcohol.

'lhese authors attempted to

relate th6 personality characteristics of alienatit;tn and self-esteem to
attitudes toward drinking in high school students. They hypothesized that
aliers.tion would be positively -- and self-esteem negatively -- related to the

favorability of attitudee toward irresponsible uee of alcohol, and by
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implication, that alienation and self-esteem would be negatively correlated to
each other.
12.
&

The sample consisted of 256 boys and 270 girls in grades 9 through

Attitude measures consisted of the Williams Attitudes

Irresponsible Use of Alcohol Scales.

to~ard

Alienation was measured

Temperate

by

a slightly

modified version of the Dean Alienation Scale (Dean, 1961), which was divided
into three subscales:

social isolation, powerlessness,

and

normlessness.

Self

esteem was measured by the Feelings of Inadequacy subecale of the Janie & Field
Personality Questionnaire (Hovland

&

Janis, 1959).

Results showed that high

school students• attitudes toward irresponsible use of alcohol are related to
the alienation subecales of normleseness
eubscale of social isolation.

and

powerlessness, but not to the

FUrthermore, the students• attitudes

to~ard

irresponsible use of alcohol were not related to self-esteem as expected,
although alienation

and

self-esteem did show a strong negative association.

The authors concluded that what the test of self-esteem measures is not related

to attitudes toward irresponsible use, but rather, to alienation.

They also

suggested that social isolation ancl attitudes toward irresponsible use of
alcohol might be

total~

unrelated.

The findings from the studies using peychological tests are very similar
to results from inventory-type questionnaires

and

surveys:

college students

drink primarily for social approval, for relief !rom the tensions promoted
college life, and to facilitate expression of impulses. Whatever pattern

by

or

drinking they establish, it is usually some function of long-term environmental

variables.

L2
Because of the lack of literature relating demographic variables,
psychological variables, and drinking practices among college students, the
present investigation is largely an exploratory one, attempting to
of these relationships.

asses~

some

CHA.PTEF II

ME1'HOD

subject_!
'!be §s were 320 Caucasian, Catholic undergraduate students -- LO males
40 females at each year level (Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, and Senior) -enrolled in psychology classes at Loyola University.

'!be mean (X) and standard

deviation (SD) or ages for each class were the following:

Freshmen -- X•l7.8B

SI=0.48; Sophomores -- X•l9.18, S:0-0.96; Juniors -- X•20.40, SD-1.59; and,
Seniors -- X•21.48, sr:~1.s1.
Instruments
'!be test material included the Edwards Personal Preferer1ce Schedule
(EPPS) and a drinking questionnaire constructed by the investigator (See
Appendix II ) •
Procedure
'lhe drinking questionnaire and the EPPS -were group administered to the
students in regular claseroom situations.
were:

The instructions given to the Ss

"I am a graduate student at Loyola University and am doing my D:>ctoral

Dissertation on 'Drinking in College•.

students fill out two things:

'!his involves haVing unoergraduate

a personality test end a drinking questionnaire.

I emphatically emphasize that this is a survey-type research on groups -- not

on information about individuals.

Eveeything you fi 11 out :ls to be anonymous.

There are some items on the drinking questionnaire which could eaei cy be

li3

L4
considered personal, and I could not expect you to answer them honestly if you
even thought I could in any way identity the person \!Ibo answered them.
you, therefore, to please answer truthfully, both for the sake of

and because there is no reason why you shouldn't.

~

I urge

project,

For anyone who is interested

in the results of this study, I will be happy to send you a summary if you

leave your name and address on a separate index card when you return the forms.
In taking the personality test, make sure you mark your answers on the answer

sheet -- not in the question booklet.

The instructions are on the cover of the

test booklet and very easy to understand.
naire, make sure you answer every question.

In filling out the drinking question·

Are there any questions?"

RESULTS

Frequency counts were made on the discrete variables {e.g. nationality,
yes/no items, etc.) of the drinking questionnaire.

Frequencies were tallied foi

the sample as a whole, ae well aa tor males and females separately, for the foui
college classes {Freshman, etc.), and for the eight subgroups (male Freshmen,
'lhe frequency counts were converted

female Freshmen, male Sophomores, etc.).

into percentages in order that the data could be more meaning.t'Ull.y uneeretood.
On~

those considered relevant to the present investigation are reported in the

results.

All ot the frequency counts and percentages can be found in Appendix

II, next to the appropriate item.

Since mch reference is made to the question-

naire items in Appendix II, such documentation is indicated in the Results
section by providing the number of the question in parentheses -- for example,
findings on item 21 of the questionnaire in Appendix II would be referenced by
(q.21).

Means, standard deviations, and 2x4 (aex x college class) anafyses of
variance were computed for each of the EPPS variables and for each of the
continuous variables in the questionnaire were quantified on the basis of
individually affixed rating scales (indicated in Appendix II, next to the
appropriate item), so that their means and standard deviations would refer to
their particular rating scales.

Therefore, much of the narrative presented is

interpretive, means and standard deviations of various items being mentioned in
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the results on1;r where apprcpriate.

These names and standard deviations can be

found in Appendix ll, next to the appropriate question.

Significant

!

ratios

are also enteNd next to their respective questions in Appemix II; these too
will be incorporated in the reruts where relevant.

Duncan multiple range

tests on means wre perf'ormtd where closer inspection of significant

!

ratios

was thought necessary. Finally, Pearson produet-manent correlation coef'ficien

were ccmput.ed between all EPPS and continUous questionnaire variables. Such
non-relevant ma:terial as EPPS interearrelations are not reported.
The results are presented. in five main sections:

1) Damographic data;

2) Parents' drinking patterns; .3) Pre-college drinking patterns; 4) CUrrent
drinking patterns; and 5) Belationships between personality variables and
questionnair1 variables.

Demos:ta.Ehi.£ ~
The first section of the results is a description of the sample based on
data assessed f'X>cm questionnaire

c<T..rered:

items. The following characteristics are

nationality; residence; church attendance; dating practices;

bi~

school background; smoking patterns; and soeio-eoonomie background.
N~tiopali"!Z

'Ihe nationality of £!was dete:md.ned by ascertaining each

parent's nationality.

The frequencies and percentages o:t the represented

na·t;ionalities are included in Appendix I.

A frequency count indicated that

43% of the sample came from Polish/Polish (15%), Irish/Irish (1L%), and Irish/
German

(14%) backgrounds. Italian/Italian

background comprised

6%

o:r the total

M, while German/German, German/French, FrencWirish/Oerman, and Irish/English
nationalities each occurred with a .frequency of 5%.

Other nationalities were
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each represented by less than
Residence.

5~

of the sample.

Regarding permanent locale {q.

8,9) most students in the

sa.'Uple reported resid~ in a city (pop. $00,000 or more) or in a suburb of a
city;

75% of the students olaimsd living in an owned house

parents.
35i~

and

77% with both

While attending the university, 44% of the §.s commuted from home,

lived in a dormitory, and the remainder lived either in a .fraternity or

sorority house, apartment rented for the duration of the school term, or 'othe
(q. 11).

Church a ttendanee. Th.Et overall average .frequency of church attendance
for the sample was reported as slightly- less than once a week (q. 18).
Dat~

practices.

On the average, students reported dating between twice

a month to once a week -- tb8 frequency o:f dating increasing with college class
(P(classes)•5.07, p< .Ol).

"With respect to going steady, 3.3% of the sample

reported that they were presently going steady {including married ~s), 57%
endorsed 1 no', and 10% checked 1 don 1 t date 1

Hif!! school

~d.

{

Regarding type

q. 19, 20).

or

high school attended (q.25),

81% of the males reported atteming a parochial/all-boys school and 6~ of' the
females reported attending a parochial/all-girls school.

The females reported

a significantly higher high school total grade average than the males (F(sexes)
27.43~ P'< .01), the males approximating a B average

closer to A-/B+ (q.26).

am the females averaging

W!.th respect ·t;o whether the average grade reported was

considered a fair indication 0£ S's true ability (q.27), a Pearson! between

-

estimated fairness and average grade indicated that t..he higher the reported

grade average, the more fair §. thought it was (r-. 57, p ~ • 01).
~ Eai!te~.

W:t th respect to mnoking 48% o:f the total N reported
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that they smoked some type of tobacco and

51% claimed that they did not (q.22).

Cigarettes comprised the predominant choice for both males and females (q.23).
While there was no significant difference beween the sexes for number of
cigarettes smoked per day, there was a significant increment in cigarette smoking over the classes (f(classes)•3.24, p,,< .05).

A significant sex difference

with respect to cigar and pipe smoking was clearly noted

(p~

.01), males

smoking cigars and pipes considerably more than females.
Socio-economic background.

The average gross annual income reported by

the sample was slightly below the $10,000-$15,000 range (q.17).

The average

occupational level of father of fathers fell between •clerical, sales, etc.•
and •managers, officials, & proprietors' (q.14);
their father does/did work steady (q.15).

95%

of the

~s

reported that

Regarding age of parents, the mean

age of fathers was 51.12 years with an SD of 6.64, and the mean age of mothers
was

48.52

years, with an SD of 6.50 (q.12,13).

Both of these means were

s ignificantly different between college classes, increasing with class increment {p <. .01).
Parents• drinking patterns
The following results are based upon information yielded from q.74-91.
With respect to parents' drinking, 97% of the sample reported seeing their
father take an alcoholic beverage at some time, while
their mother.

95% endorsed this for

On the average, £s claimed having seen their father take a drink

between 2-4 times a month to 2-3

d~s

a week.

between 6-12 times a year to 2-4 times a month.

For mother, the average fell
Regarding alcoholic beverage

preference, beer and liquor tied as first choice for the father -- 42% of the
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~s

endorsing beer as the alcoholic beverage father drank most often, and 42%

of the

endorsing liquor ae the beverage most often consumed by father.

~s

Liquor was the alcoholic beverage reported as most often drunk by mother by
49% of the
by

~e,

with wine (19%) being next.

58% of the sample, and mother was seen

Father was seen high at some time
hi~h

at some time by 39%;

35% of the

sample had seen their father tight while 14% had seen their mother tight; 22%
reported seeing their father drunk at some time, while only

6% claimed seeing

their mother drunk; 8% of the §.e endorsed seeing their father pass out from
drinking, and

2i of the -Sa affirmed this for their mother. Fegarding. whether

a parent was ever hospitalized for alcoholism or some related disease, L%
answered •yes• for their father, and 1% answered •yes tor their mother. To
the question of 'Whether either parent ever mssed a day (or more) of work as a
result

or

drinking, 14% of the sample answered •yes•, 83% anawered •no•, and

3% responded 'I don't know•. Membership of either parent in Alcohollcs
Anonymous was endorsed by 3% of the
!!!.:.,c~llese

~s.

d!inkin5 P.,!tterns

The data on pre-college drinking practices are found in Appendix II,

q.30-36,41.

Taking the total N as a whole, the mean age at which alcohol was

reported aa first tasted was 9.41 years, with an SD of 4.19 (for those

~s

who

reported never having tasted an alcoholic beverage, the mean age for the sample
was entered for calculations). Most of the students {74%) reported haVing
tasted some alcoholic beverage before the age of 11, and of these students, 92%
had parental approval.
11 by

Beer, wine, and liquor had all been tasted before age

24% of the "tasters" (i.e., those who tasted alcohol before age 11); both

wine and beer by 20% of the "tasters"; and beer only by 18~ of the "tasterstt.
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The remaining

11

tasters 11 designated wine only (12%), liquor only (9%), beer and

liquor (12%), wine and liquor

(3%), or 'other' (2%) as the sampled beverages.

Inspection of these figures indicated that beer was predominant among the

beverages tasted, having been sampled by 62% of the •tasters".
sex or class differences were noted here.

age 11,

64%

No significant

Of those who tasted alcohol before

endorsed •occasional sips' as the circumstance under which they

drank, and 26% reported that their drinking was part of a regular family
custom.

With respect to whether or not those tasting an alcohol beverage

before age 11 liked it, 39% of this group endorsed •yes•, 39% endorsed •no•,

and 22% claimed no particular reaction one way or another.
Examination of reported drinking practices after age 11 revealed that 49%
of the sample had their first drink in their own home, 23% had their first
drink in the home of parents• friend(e), and 16% had the first drink in the
home of their ovn frieoo.

or

the total N,

3~

claimed that they never tasted

alcohol after age 11.

Current drinking patterns
Freguen2 of drinking.

The data on frequency of drinking generally

indicated that drinking frequency increased with an increment in college class;
drinking frequency was not significantly different between the sexes; and
different types of drinks were consull'l8d in va?jring frequencies depending upon
class and sex.
A comparison of frequency or drinking in college to frequency of drinking
tn high school (q.40) indicated that on the average, freshmen drank between
'less• to •just as• frequently in college than they did in high school, while
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sophomores, juniors, and seniors drank between 'just ae• to •more' frequently i
college than in high echool.

A Dlrean analysis of mean differences between

claEsee revealed a significant difference (p < • 01) on this variable between
freshmen on the one bane, and sophomores, juniors, and seniors on the other.
Regarding frequency of drinking during the last school year (q.L,2), the
sample ae a whole reported drinking approximately 6-12 times during the school
year.

Tables l and 2 indicate that frequency rose with an increment in class,

and that the difference between freshmen and the other three classes was
significant (p < .01)~ sophomores, juniors, and seniors drinking much more
frequently during the last school year than freshmen.
Qil'ntitz of al,cohol
deviations, and

!

consump~io~!

Tables 3-9 include the means, st.andard

ratios for average and maximum amounts of alcohol intake at

any one sitting during the last school year, by the sample.

The average amount

of beer consumed during the last school year by the sample as a whole (q.43)
consisted of 1-3 beers.

There was a significant sex difference here (p < .01),

the beer consumption being greater for the males.

The maximum amount of beer

consumed during the last school year by the sample as a whole (q.LL.) fell
within the range of'

2-5 beers at a sitting. A significant sex difference

(p < .01) revealed a higher maximum for the males.
Average wine consumption during the last school year (q.45) was 1-3
glasses for the total N.

'.lhe females averaged considerably more wine con-

sumption than the males (p < .01), and sophomores, juniors, and seniors each
drank significantly More wine than freshmen during the last school year (p < .01
With respect to maximum wine consumption during the last school year (q.L6),
the sample as a whole averaged close to 2-3 glasses at a sitting.

Again, there
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TABLE 1
MEA.i.~S

AUD STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR FREQ1JENCY OF
ALCOHOL D1TAK:S DURTIJG T'.dE LAST SCHOOL YEAR

Class

x

SD

Freshman

2.66

1.16

Sophomore

J.21

1.20

Junior

3.48

1.27

Senior

J.55

1.07

Total

3.22

1.23

Significance:

* p <.o5
~~ p < .01

J
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TABLE 2
F-FATIOS FUR FREQU»lCY OF ALCOHOL INTAKE
DURING THE LA.ST SCHOOL !FAR

Source

d.f

MS

F

9.37**

Clase

3

12.92

Sex

1

4.05

2.94

Class x Se::x

3

2.86

2.01

312

l.J8

Error

Significance:

*P <
Hp<

.os

.01
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'I.ABLE 3
MEANS AND STANDARD IEVIATIONS FOR CUANTI'l'Y OF

ALCOHOL MAKE DURING THE LA.ST SCHOOL YEAP

x

Type of Drink

SD

Average

2.$7

1 •.30

Maximum

J.30

1.98

Average

2.26

0.99

Maxirrum

2.62

1.73

Average

2.96

1 •.33

Maximum

3.89

1.95

Beer

Wine

Liquor

Significance:

*P < .05
**P < .01
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'!'ABLE

4

F-FATIOS FOP QUANTITY OF AVERAGE BEER INTAKE DURING
THE I.AST SCHOOL YFAR

df

MS

F

Class

3

2.01

l.35

Sex

1

62.13

4l.7Cl**

Class x Sex

3

J.80

2.55

312

l.49

Source

Error

Significance:

*P"·os
< .01

**P

56

TABLE

5

F-RATIOS FOR QUANTITY OF MAXIMUM BEER MAKE
AT ONE SITTING ll.TR1NG THE !AST SCHOOL YEAR

Source

df

MS

Class

3

3.67

Sex

l

Class x Sex

3

Error

Significance:

193.75
.5.82

312

3.32

*P <

.05

**P < .01

F

1.11

.58.43**
1.76
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TABLE 6

F-F.AT IOS FOR QUANTITY OF AVEP.AGE WDTE INTAKE
DURING THE LAST SCHOOL YEAR

Source

df

MS

Class

3

5.55

Sex

1

6.61

Class x Sex

3

0.81

312

0.94

Error

... . , , , .

Iii

' . I l l . I'

I

~~-·-·-·--....
, ............
_ _ _ _llJJ.''trr

Significance:

r

..

*P < .05
**P <: .01

t

M•-•111..-

flliJl•·oil!'Llliilll•

F

.5.91**

0.93

l t.17

••

,.~---,~·

'Pttw•i

j-

'

...

lit

t'J'l!llill\

'

1••_....
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TABLE 7
F-F.ATIOS FOR QUANTITY OF MAXIMUM WINE INTAKE
AT ONE SITTING DURING THE LAST SCHOOL YEAP

Source

df

MS

Class

3

9.79

Sex

1

Class x Sex

J

J.04

312

2.08

Error

Significance:

*P < .05
**P < .01

F

1.64
1.46

5c

TABLE 8
F-P..A1'!0~

==:

! !

: • :: ::

: :::

:r: ;

== :

: :: : :

OUA.~TI'I'Y OF AVERAGE LI CU OR INTAKE
WP ING THE IAST SCHOOL 'Y EA.P.
! ;

:e: 'I::

J :: :.

i

'

====:::

Source

df

MS

Class

3

6.19

4.68ff

Sex

l

4.28

3.24

Class :x Sex

J

0.55

0.42

312

1.32

Error

-·

FOR

r

. ..... .......... .

Significance:

_...,.

*P < .o5
**P < .01

F

I

4

: P ' I:::
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TABT..E 9
F-FATI08 FOF QUANTID OF MAXIMUM LIC'UOR INTAKE
AT ONE SITTING DURD!G nrn I.AST SCHOOL Y'.r::AR

.... ~.~·-•·~~"in~lll'''"<!ltt-'-w..,,,_,_.,.,_~""--""'·'W"¥<•1<"»'$1~·lt--"•·"-~~~-.-..lal'f--..--.-.-.~.,,..... ....,,.f'<-"ill<>~~-.,~-i"_.~,....'"~'~•"""1-.'*~'--)---~""'-~-~"""

..

.,.,,~c-J.•~""·'~.__....,.,...~~v-~ ~'''-~""',."......,.*~~-~"*"~ll~·~~~.mll•l1'*Q~~·~~·"*'~W"*'""*~'"'

Source
Class

Class x Sex

Error

Significance:

df

MS

3

18.66

1

2$.88

3

3.83

312

3.61

*P <

.05

*Ip<

.01

F

5.17-H

1.06
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~as

a significant difference between the freshmen on the one hand and the

sophomores, juniors, and seniors on the other, these three classes averaging a
greater maximum than the freshmen. (p < .01).
Significant class differences occurred for average and maximum liquor
consumption also, the freshmen drinking smaller amounts than any of the other
three classes (p < .01).

Taking the sample as a whole, the average amount of

liquor consumed during the last school year (q.47) was approximately 2-3 drinks
and the maximum amount of liquor consumed at any one sitting (q.48) averaged

L-5 drinks. The latter finding yielded a discriminable sex difference, the men
reporting a greater maxiwm than the women (p < .01).
Degree and, freg,l?;en2 of inebria,tiOE! Tables 10-17 show the means,
standard deviations, and

states.

!

ratios for degrees and frequencies of inebriated

In general, finding8 showed that the greater the degree of inebriety,

the fewer number of endorsements it received; i.e., the number
high the number of .§s that got tight

the number

number of' .§s that passed out from drinking.

or

~s

that got drunk

that got
the

Thi• relationship also applied the

frequency ot occurrance of each of these states for an .§J i.e.,
more frequently than they got tight, etc.

or ~s

~e

got high

The latter finding occurred more

disproportionately for females in comparison to males, the females getting high
tight, or drunk much less frequently than the males.

It was also found that

the more extreme the state of inebriety, the fewer number of endorsements it
received with respect to liking the feeling of being in that state.

Finally,

it was found that mixed groups were the most frequent setting for all states of

inebriety among female
~s,

~s

and for less extreme degrees of inebriety among male

while same-sexed groups were the most frequent setting for the more extreme
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TABLE 10
MEANS AND STANDARD IEVIATIONS FOR REPORTED NUMBER

OF TIMES HIGH

-·-·· ......

---

,

Class

-x

SD

Males

2.60

1.36

Females

1.80

o.84

Males

2.92

1.52

Females

2.28

l.12

Males

2.78

1.51

Females

2.50

1.20

Males

3.18

1.48

Females

2.86

1.15

2.61

1.35

Sex

Freshman

Sophomore

Junior

Senior

Total
Significance:

( .os

~
*lip<

.01
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TABLE 11
F-F.ATIOS FOR REPORTED NUMBER OF TIMES HIGH

-----~--·-·-=·-·------~~~------------------------~,_..------~-----

Source

df

Class

MS

F

8.82

s.15**

Sex

l

21.01

12.26ff

Class x Sex

3

1.29

0.75

312

1.71

Error

-·

•Ir

-

---------•11----~----·-----------------

Significance:

iEp < .05
**P < .01
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TABLE 12

____________ ___________________
.___
-·----·-·-·-,·-------· ---MEANS AND STANDAF.D IEVIATIONS FOR REPORTED NUMBER

__

....,.,_,

____..,...

OF TIMES TIGHT

"

--~"'··-----,-----·---

Class

...............

...

.,.

Sex

I

Males

1.85

1.01

Females

1.35

o.53

Males

2.08

1.08

Females

1.32

o.65

Males

1.92

1.15

Females

1.62

0.73

Males

2.12

1.10

Females

1.78

0.79

Freshman

Sophomore

......

SD

Junior

Senior

-~--------~--~~---------------------------.._----~------~

Total

Significance:

0.95

*P <: .05
**P < .01
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TABLE 13

F-RATIOS FOR REPORTED NUMBFlt OF TIMES TIGHT

F

df

MS

Class

3

1.75

2.07

Sex

1

18.oS

21.39**

Class :x Sex

3

0.82

0.97

312

o.84

Source

_,_,.__..,._,,

·--~

Error

Significance:

*P <

.05

-Hp<

.01

:'

TABLE lh
MEANS AND S'IMiDARD DEVIATIONS FOR FEPORTED NUMBEP
OF TIMES DRUNK

,,.,,.,,,,,,_,,_~,.,,..--.~~1'llil'!·-~""'~"tll"'<;;lli+.-....-..........~.~~~..........

''*

·••"ilo-•Jffl<N~~--·'<.'--.~··',,..... _w.~-.H¥R:"'°-'"'*~"1'~~~·

Clase

)

\ll1U1>;1t Dill~ilo

Jt'¥if

~rdl'

#

I& llT:lll

"ili'l~......-\li"l'f*Q!#

R'lllllf .. 9............. ¥~<~4;><'';.f;!*-""~#~1"V~J>~---.... . . . .~P#lllll!

SD

Sex

Males

1.65

0.94

Females

1.20

o.56

Males

1.80

1.08

Females

1.12

0.40

Males

1.58

1.05

Females

1.58

0.95

Males

1.95

1.14

Females

1.48

1.00

1.54

0.96

Freshman

sophomore

Junior

Semi.or

Total

Significance:

'ldp < .05
**P < .01

II

•ttil

t.

\Ii . . . . . . . ~--.i W!' N'lt• I&

#

. . . . . . . ill!l\Wl!lf~•

TABLE

15

F-RATIDS FOR F.EPOFTED NUMBER OF TIMES DPUNK

-·~

--

Source

df

MS

F

Clase

3

1.34

l.5L

Sex

l

12.80

14.70H

Claes x Sex

3

1.62

1.87

312

o.87

Error

Significance:

i1p

<

·°'

**P < .01

TABLE 16
MEAI~S

AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR REPORTED NUMBER.
OF TIMES HAVING PASSED OUT FROM DR.INKING

Class

Freshman

Sex

SD

Males

1.22

0.12

Females

1.12

0.40

Males

1.50

o.84

Females

1.12

0.51

Males

1.32

0.76

Females

1.28

o.67

Nales

1.50

1.02

Females

1.22

0.62

1.29

0.75

Sophomore

Junior

Senior

Total

Significance:

i!p < •

os

**P < .01

6"""

TABLE 17
F-RATIOS FOR REPORTED NUMBER OF TIMES HAVING
PASSED OUT P'RCM DRINKING

Source

df

MS

Claes

3

0.51

Sex

l

3.20

Claes x Sex

3

0.46

312

0.56

Error

Significance:

*P <

.os

-Hp< .01

F

0.90

0.82
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degrees of inebriety among the male Ss •
. To the question,

How many times have you ever been high?" (q.49), Table

t1

)·indicates that the entire sample's responses averaged 1-15

times~

The.

seniors averaged significantly higher than the other three classes combined
(p ( .01 ), and males reported getting high more times than females (p

< .01 ).

Taking the sample as a whole, 64% e'ndorsed liking the feeling of being high,

16% responded negatively to this feeling, and 20% claimed never having been
high (q.58).

During the Freshmen year, more males than females liked being

high, but by the Junior and Senior years, slightly more females than males
reported 11king this feeling. With respect to how often .§.s got high after
starting to drink (q.61), the sample as a whole reported getting high close
to one-fourth of the time.

Analysis of variance showed a significant sex

difference here, males getting high a greater proportion of the time than
females (p

<. .05). Considering the circumstances under which §.s became high
'

most often (q.53), 49% of the sample endorsed 'on the week-end, when with
opposite-sexed friends', and 23% endorsed 1 on the week-end, when with
same-sexed 1'riends 1 •

,

Considerably more females than males endorsed the

former, and considerably more males than females endorsed the latter.
'Never get high' was checked by 23% of the sample.
To the question "How many times have you ever been tight?" (q.50), Table

4 shows that the entire sample's response averaged between 'never' to 1-5 times
Analysis of variance indicated that males reported getting tight more times
·fihan females (p ( ~01).

Taking the sample as a "Whole, 23% endorsed liking the

feeling of being tight, 29% responded negatively, and 48% claimed never having
been tight ( q.59 ). With respect to how often ....Ss got tight after sta:rt:i.ng to drin
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(q.62), the sample as a lWhole reported rarely getting tight.

There was a

significant sex difference here, males getting tight a greater prop<'rtion of
the time (p < .01).

Considering the circumstances uncer which

~s b~came

tight

rr•ost often (q.54) a frequency count indicated that 26% of the sample endorsed

•on the week-enc, when with opposite-sexed friends•, and 21% endorsed •on the
week-end, -when with same-sexed fti·. nds'.

More females than males endorsed the

former, and considerably more males than females endorsed the latter.

'Never

become tight• was checked by 50% of the sample.
To the question, "How man;y times have you ever been drunk?"

(q.51),

Table 5 indicates the entire sample's response averaged between •never• to •1
time•.

Analysis of variance showed that males reported having been drunk more
Taking the sample as a lihole, 4% endorsed Hking

times than females (p<.01).
the .feeling or being drunk,
having been drunk (q.60).

35%

responded negatively, and 61% claimed never

More females than males reported never having been

drunk, and more malef:l than females claimed liking the feeling.

With respect to

how often ~s got drunk after starting to drink (q.63), the sample as a whole
averaged between 'drink, but never get drunk' and •rarely get drunk'.

Analysis

of variance indicated a significant sex difference here, males getting drunk s
greater proportion of the time (p< .01).
which ~s became drunk most often
~eek-end,

17~

of the sample endorsed •on the

when with opposite-sexed friends•, and 16% endorsed •on the week-end-

when with same-sexed friends'.
category.

(q.55),

ConSidering the circumstances under

More males than females fell into the latter

'Never become drunk' "Was checked by

64%

of the sample.

To the question, ''How many times have you ever passed out after drinking
some alcoholic beverage?'' (q.52), Table 6 indicates that the entire sample's

72
response averaged between •never• to 1 1 time•.

Analysis of variance revealed

that males reported having passed out more times than females (p <.05).

Considering the circumstances unc!er which

~s

passed out from alcohol most often

(q.56), 7% of the sample endorsed •on the week-end, when with same-sexed
friends•, and 4% endorsed •on the week-end,
Vrore

~hen

with opposite-sexed friends'.

men than women fell into the former category.

'Never pass out from

drinking• was checked by 87% of the sampled.
Parental sancti one.

while 17% of the Se claimed that either or both

parents had ever forbidden them to drink at sotretime (q.68), only 7% responded
that either or both parents now forbade them to drink (q.69) •

.P.!:inkig Eractices.

d~e.2.,t'!;Y.

related to college life.

Relating drinking

and study habits, 17% of the sample endorsed having drunk some alcoholic

beverage while studying (q.99), and 20% of the sample reported having taken
some alcoholic beverage on the night before an exam (q.64).

Drinking on the

night before an exam occurred on an average of •never• to 1-3 times for the
group as a whole (q.65); analysis of variance revealed a significant difference
between freshmen and the other three classes, freshmen drinking on the night
before an exam much less frequently than the other classes (p < .01). With
respect to drinking soon after an exam was over (q.66), the sample as a whole
averaged approximately 1-3 times.

There were significant sex and class

dif'fer-encea here, the males drinking after an exam more often than the females
(p < .01), and the sophomores, juniors, and seniors ae a whole doing this more
often than the freshmen (p < .Ol).

Fegarding the question "Would it make much

difference to you if alcohol weren't such an integral part of college life?"

(q.73), 15% of the sample answered •yes•,

44~

answered •no•, and 41% answered

73
•I don •t think that alcohol is such an integral pa.rt of college life'.
Other asEects of current drinking.
which to buy alcoholic beverages
tuy • (40%) and 'job' (30%).

The two main sources of money lVi th

(q.67) were checked as •only drink when others

The former was predominantly endorsed by the

females and the latter was checked mainly by the males.

The question "Out of

your five closest friends, how many drink?" (q. 70) yielded a sample mean of
3.84 friends (SD-1.52).

There were significant differences between classes

(p < .01), between sexes (p < .Ol), and a significant interaction (p <.05) here.
Generally, the higher the class

£ was

in, the more friends

2 had

that drank.

the whole, males tad more friends that drank than females, but this difference
diminished by the Junior year -- and by the Senior year, the females' average

number of friends that drtmk was slightly higher than the males'.

Taking an

alcoholic beverage before going to sleep 1r1as endorsed by 55% of the sample

(q.98).

59%

Finally, of those

~s

who lived on campus or had their own apartment,

reported haVing kept some alcoholic beverage in their room since they had

been in college.
Social complications as a result of dri_!l~fEJ£·

Table 18 indicates the

frequencies of occurrence of the four social complications due to drinking
previously discussed (Straus

& Bacon, 1952). Interference with preparation for

or missing, classes or exams was endorsed by 7% of the sample (15 males, 6
females); loss of friends or damaged friendships as a result of drinking was
reported bJ 2% of the sample (4 males, 3 females); injury or accident due t-0

drinking was endorsed by 3% of the sample (9 males, O females); and loss of
job, arrest, or confrontation by high school or college authorities because of
drinking was reported by 3% of the sample (7 males, 1 female) (q.94-97).

To
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'TABLE 18

FRECUElICIES OF OOCIAL COMPLICATIONS DUE TO DFINKING
.. -

...,..,..,,-..-""'

~

fib .....

~I

q

I

•4'MM

---------~··"'

Class

.....

--- -

-

··-·--....-....

... -

-~·,,

interference
with
schoolwork

loss or
damage of
friendships

Males

3

l

0

1

Females

2

1

0

0

Males

r.:

1

u

I

3

Fer.iales

1

"

0

0

Males

3

1

3

l

Females

2

0

0

l

Hales

4

l

2

2

Females

1

0

0

0

21

7

injury
er
accident

trouble
with

authorities

Sex

Freshman

:'.'ophom.ore

Junior

Senior

Total

r}
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TABLE 19

ORDER OF IMPORTANCE OF REASONS FOR DRINKJNG, MEAHS AND STANDAFD

DEVIATIONS, FOR THOSE

~S

WHO ENDOFSED DRINKING

. -,~=-====================···:.:-:::111·:::·:1"':::-::·::,·=========I
SD

Reasons for Drinking

., , . . _,. . .

,---~-~--,-•--------·------------··-~-----------~.,.-•-•u-r--1

enjoyment of taste
to comply with custom
to relieve fatigue or tension
4. to get high
5. for a sen~e cf well-being
6. in order not to be shy
7. to forget disappointments
8. to relieve illness or physical
discomfort
9. to get along better on dates
10. to get along better with members
of your own sex
11. other
12. in order not to feel lonezy
13. to get tight
J.4. as an aid in meeting crises
15. to get drunk
16. to facilitate studying
1.

2.
3.

~,,.~,

.- ._ ., . , ,_.__.. .____.,.,. .,_, ___
Significance:

ilp

2.24

o.87

1.67
1.55

o.84

1.34

0.72

1. 78

1.h4

o.83

0.81

o. 72

1.29

o.67

1.23

o.66
0.63

1.20

1.18
l.12
1.11

1.09
1.07

1.04

0.98

o.57
o.6.5

o.53
o.53

o.Sl
0.47
0.39

,_~--A-·--------------------

< .o5

**P < .01
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TABLE 20
F-F-ATIOS FOR ORDER OF IMPORTANCE OF REASONS FOH
DRINKING FUR THOSE .SS 1'JHO mDORSED DRINKING
,._..,,,...-------~---"""--

.,., _ _ . _ _ , . , _ _ >< _ _ _..,._~--..-----..---,
- - I< la
I .. ~-·
•

Reasons for Drinking

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

12.
13.

14.
15.

16.

enjoyment of taste
to comply with custom
to relieve fatigue or tension
to get high
for a sense of well-being
in order not to be shy
to forget disasspointments
to relieve illness of physical
discomfort
to get along better on dates
to get along better with
members of your own sex
other
in order not to feel lonely
to get tight
as an aid in meeting crises
to get drunk
to facilitate studying

~------------....,..__..-"'"".

Significance:

t

-

-F~_,_.,.,..-$

*P < .05

*ii!>< .01

A

II

>I_-.,."'--·-...........
I
'!fl t
jti

-----~~-· - - - - - -

F(Class)

F(Sex)

F(cxs)

7.11**

0.07
2.96
0.29
4.37*

0.07
1.38

4.39**
4.1~!-)}

0.75

1.02
3.32*
0.08
0.91
l.21

0.25
6.2}*

1.25

2.20

0.20

o.88

2.48
0.69
1.69
0.93
1.32
1.2.5
3.27*

22.12**
0.12
0.04
6.06*
0.97
0.91

1.00

1.82
1.07
o.6f1
l.96

5.58~-

0.60

o.65

0.90
1.08

0.49
2.92*

o.oo

o.Bo
...

.. - --

, ,

...
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the question "Have you ever felt that you 'Were, are, or might become, dependent
upon or addicted to the use of alcoholic beverages ? 11 (q. 93), 3% of' the sample
anS\lered •yes• , 89% answered •no 1 , and 8% responded 'maybe' •

The entire sample

denied ever haVing belonged to Alateen (q.92).
~4!P2rted

reasons for drinki!:I•

Possible reasons for drinking and their

assigned ratings for degree cf importance are listed in Appendix II, q.7la-p.
Tables 19-20 show these reasons in order of importance, their means, standard
deviations, and F ratios -- for those

~e

who endorsed drinking alcohol.

Of those §s who claimed having tasted alcohol at one time or another, the
reason given the greatest degree of importance was •because of enjoyment of
taste•.

The reason second in degree of importance 'Was •to comply with custom'

and the reason third in degree of importance was •to relieve fatigue or tension
Besides being considered the most important, the above three reasons were the
only ones which yielded significant class differences such that the sophomores,
juniors, and seniors weighted each of these reasons as much more important than
did the freshmen (p < .05).
were:

Reasons for drinking in order of next importance

L) to get high; 5) for a sense of well-being; 6) in order not to be shy;

7) to forget cisappointments; 8) to relieve illness or physical discomfort;
9) to get along better on dates; 10) to get along better with members of your
own sex; 11) other; 12) in order not to feel lonely; 13) to get tight; 14) as a
aid in meeting crises; 15) to get drunk; and, 16) to facilitate studying.

The

reasons •to get high', •to get along better with members of ;your own sex•, 'for

a sense of well-being•, and •to get tight' were rated as significantly more
important

by

the males than b,l' the females (p < .05). The reaeon •to relieve

illness or physical disc-om.fcrtf

!r.H

rated more important by the females (p < .05
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Significant class differences were noted for the reasons, 'for & sense of wellbeing' and •to facilitate studying' (p< .05).

In both cases, these reasons

took on increasing importance with an increment in class.

There was a sig-

nificant interaction with respect to the importance given to the reason, •to
get drunk' (p < .05).

'lhe interaction was attributable to the fact that female

freshmen reported drinking for this reason considerabl;y less than male freshmen
but in the Sophomore year, not only did the rate of drinking to get drunk
increase for females, but actually to a point where their performance was
greater than the males•.
Reported reasons for not drinkiEi_.

Possible reasons for not drinking and

their assigned ratings for degree of importance are listed in Appendix II,

q.72a-m.

Tables 21-22 shows these reasons in order of importance, their means,

standard deviations, and

!

ratios -- for those

~s

who endorsed not drinking

alcohol.
Of those ~s who e lai med they did not drink ( 27%), the reason given the

greatest degree of importance was 'don't like the taste of it•.
importance was •other•.
were:

Other reasons given, in their order of

Second in
importance~

3) •can't afford it•, anc •friends never use it'; 4) •parents or friends

disapprove•, 'bad experience of someone else•, and 'interferes with participation in sports•; 5) •makes me sick', 'detrimental to my general health•, and
•contrary to my religious training•; and, 6) 'I think it's immoral', 'I pledged
not to drink', and 'I have lost control of drinking in the nast•.

The most

outstandinding finding here was a significant clews difference for twelve of
the thirteen reasons ('contrary to

~

religious training• did not yield

significance) -- such that those reasons for not drinking declined considerably
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TABLE 21
ORDER OF IMPOP.TANCE OF REASONS FOR NOT DRINKING, MEANS AND STANDARD
DEVIATIONS FOR THOSE SS vJHO ENIX:>RSED .NOT DRINKING

Heasons for not Drinking

don't like the taste
other
3. can't afford it
J. friends never use it
4. parents or friends
disapprove
4. bad experience of someone
else
4. interfereres with participation
in sports
5. makes me sick
5. detrimental to general health
5. contrary to my religious
training
6. I think 1 t' s immoral
6. I pledged not to drink
6. I have lost control of
drinking in the past

1.
2.

Significance:

*P < .05
< .01

-'kW'p

SD

0.15
0.12
0.11
0.11

0.53
0.49
0.41

0.10

0.37

0.10

0.41

0.10
0.09
0.09

0.40
0.36
0.44

0.09

O.J8

0.08
0.08

0.28
0.32

0.08

0.37

0.4.S
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TABLE 22
F-F.ATIOS FOR ORDER OF IMPORTANCE OF REAroNS FOR MOT
DRINKING FOR THOSE ~S WHO ENOORSED NOT DRJNKING
~-

..

..

.

.....- - - - . , , - -.. . __ _ _ _ ._
_ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _..._ , _ _
I
•• M
_ . . . . , _ , , _ _ _, , , _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _
·-.--.--.---~--------"~------·--·-----------,
Jµ~-

~----,~·

Reasons for not Drinking
-··--,_._,,..._.,
,,
...

___ __

~

,_,

F(class)

. ....---

don't like the taste
other
3. can't afford it
J. friends never use it
4. parents or friends
disapprove
4. bad experience of someone else
4. interferes with participation
in sports
c:
,,;
makes me sick
5. detrimental to general health
5. contrary to my religious
training
6. I think it's immoral
6. I pledged not to drink
6. I have lost control of drinking in the past
1.
2.

.

F(sex)
----~---

F(cxs)

·---·,"-'""°''-..

4.32**
3.63*
3.59**

1.21

4.39i-~

0.26

3.21*

o.58

o.58

3.24*

1.53

0.32

3.49*

2.38
0.22

0.18
1.41

5.02ff

0.10
0.12

0.81
1.09

o.os

o.55

4.53**

1.06

0.04

2.16

3.70**
3.23*

0.36
0.04
0.03

0.26
0.20

4.09-**

0.?8

0.11

0•.53

-------·------------------------Significance:

*P < .05
*~ < .01
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in importance after the Freshman year (p <.05}.

F.elationships between E!rsonali ty variables and questionnaire variables

'lhe following section of results deals with inter-relationships of
questionnaire variables, as well as those relationships of personality variable
as tlle&sured by the EPPS with questionnaire variables thought relevant to this
study.

Such non-relevant material as EPPS 1ntercorrelations are not reported.

All those significant correlation coefficients reported are significant at the
.Ol level of confidence (for d!•JOO, !•!·148; for df•150, !•!.208).
There were few significant relationships between the demographic
variables and the personality factors for the sample as a who le.

The most

striking finding for the entire group was the significant negative relationships of church attendance with need for autonomy
osexuality

(~

(~

Aut) and need for heter-

Het), and the significant positive relationships of church

attendance with need for abasement

(~

Aba) and need for nurturance

(~

Nur).

The correlation coefficients found were, respectively, -.16L, -.157, .191, an~

.237. When these relationships were analyzed separately for males and females,
the only relationship that remained significant was between church

and

~

att~ndance

Nur for the males (!•.282).
Table 23 reports correlations between demographic dimensions and drinking

practices for the sample.

A nuinber of significant trends were noted.

Analyses

o! the group taken as a whole, as well as males and females separately,
indicated that church attendance was negatively related to average and maximum
amounts of alcohol consumption, frequency of drinking, frequency of inebriation
degree of inebriation, and number of friends who drink.

For the group as a

whole, there was a significant positive relationship between cigarette smoking
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TABLE 23

COFRELATIONS BETWEEN DEMOORAPHIC VARIABLES AND DRJNKING

VARIABLES FOR THE SAMPLE

Demographic Variables
-~----·-·---~----------~------,~--~~--~~~-

Drinking Variables

Church
Attendance

Dating
Frequency

# Cigarettes

-------....-----~----·----~-------•--••---·-,~-r-••--~-·-•--•-•-•-·*-•--••-·-•~-----~------+

42. frequency

43. ave. amt. beer

44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

max. amt. beer
ave. amt. wine
max. amt. wine
ave. amt. liquor
max. amt. liquor
# times high
50. # times tight
51. # times drunk
52. #times passed out
61. proportion of times
high
62. proportion of times
tight
63. proportion of times
drunk
65. # times drank on
night before exam
66. # times drank after
exam
70. # friends who drink
Significance:

*P < .05
**P <.Ol

-.27*

-.25**

-.22**
-.12
- .JS**

-.32**
-.37**

.26**

.18**
.20ff
.18ff

.22**
.21**

.24ff

.34.;:*
.36-1:'"*

.42**
.25**

•.33**

.34**
.38**

-.35**

.22ff

-.19**

-.15H

.18ff.
.10

-.27**

.18**

-.19**

.11

-.20ff

.15

.2(}ff

-.06

.10

.28H

-.23**

.17**

-.28-ff

.18**

-.17**

.19**

.4lff
.35**

.29**
.20H

eJ
and these drinking variables, the relationship appearing generally stronger for
females.

There was also a significant positive relationship between §a•

frequency of drinking and the frequency with which they reported seeing their
mothers and fathers drink. The significance of this relationship did not hold

up

bet~een

the drinking frequencies of female

2s

and

their mothers, however.

Separate analyses for the sexes differentiated other relationships
between demographic variables and drinking practices.

Significantly positive

relationships between drinking practices and family• s gross income, and between
drinking practices and dating patterns, were found for the females but not for
the males. Generally for the female

f, the higher her

family's gro::s income

and the more frequently she dated, the higher were the degrees and frequencies
of her drinking and getting inebriated.

Table 24 shows some of the correlations between various drinking pract1ce1

and the degree of importance attributed to various reasons for drinking.

A

number of significant relationships for the group as a whole were revealed.
The degrees

or

importance given for most reasons for drinking had significantly

positive correlations with frequency of drinking; average beer, wine, and
liquor consumption; maximum beer, wine, and liquor consumption, frequencies of
getting high, tight, drunk, and of passing out; frequency

~f

drinking before an

exam, frequency of drinking after an exam; and number of friends who drink.

A

breakdown by saxee yielded two sex discriminating variables s average wine

consumption and maximum wine consumption.

Both of these maintained positive

Si[nificance for the females, but were not significantly related to importance

cf reasons for drinking for the males.
Table 25

sho~e

some intercorrelations of drinking practices.

A
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TABLE

24

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN REASONS FOR DRINKING
AND DR.INKING VARIABLES
FOR THE SAMPLE
,';,~;:,:..::·:;~:::;::,,,,: /ot'•·-•>'•t',-+;k 1$'-'<~)o-o~oi; •..I<"'~·""><-~<'«,>- ... <'<-

•'!f>+.,,...,

-'tl<••'I!'·,~•'"*'>"" ,\']t:~--'""'""'''"""''1¥.;;~~-t.fo'"...,..,...,,"'""...,.,_,~ ..-... "'""""M'""""""'',..,,.,• .. >.._,,~,,., '"'''.;Oj..,_,. • .,f\h','4,>·-

-..,..~., .. ~""' ·~·"(o

·~··

... "" ...

»$• lf·,-;,:~

•.~"1I::ln;,: r;:u- CO.i>lto\•'>
-r;:0«iUenc-Y--'Pro'Port'ion-·-·"'·7··or··n-;;-5*--~1-:rM.~a·~-·~"'·"·

of
drinking
Reasons for
Drinking {q. 71
a-p)
a.

b.

c.
d.
e.

f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

k.
1.
m.
n.
o.
p.

enjoyment of
taste
custom
relief of tension
to get high
to get along better on dates
to get along better with members
of own sex
to forget disappointments
not to be shy
to relieve illness
for a sense of
well-being
to get tight
as an aid in meeting crises
to get drunk
not to feel lonely
to facilitate
studying
other

Significance:

-ttp < •OS
**P' .01

.4~

of times
get
drunk

.31**

drink on
night before
exam

who drink

.34**

.36**
.16**

.45**
.54**

.37**
.30**

.)7**

.38-H

.)9**

.17**

.33**

.36**

.J6H

.20**

.J4i!*

.38**

.36-H

.31**
~31**

.36**
.)Off

.29**
.22**

.33**
.30**
.20**

.44**

.46**

.2Lff

.37**

.52**

.21**

.)2**
.32**

.34**

.43**
.52**
.42**

.26ff.
.2lff
.24ff

.27**
.21**
.27**

.26**

.47**
.17**

.29**
.26**

.22**

.24**

.53**
.46ff

.)Off
.)lff

.47**
.2S**

.24**

.13

.14

.38**
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comparison of drinking amounts, drinking frequencies, degrees of inebriation,
frequencies of inebriated states, frequency of drinking before an exam,
frequency of drinking after an exem, number of friends who drink, etc., with
each other by pairing these variables in every possible way consistently
revealed significant positive correlations for the group as a whole, as well as
for the two sexes examined separate]J'.

'!his, for example, the more drinking

friends an§ had, the more frequently §himself drank, got high, got drunk,
drank before an exam, etc.
Examination of the strengths of relationships between EPPS personality
variables and drinking patterns revealed a number of significant trends for the
sample as a whole.
greater an

~·s

Some of these are reported in Table 26. Generally, the

average and maximum alcohol intake and frequency and degree of

inebriation, the higher his need for aggression (!!, Agg) and !! Het, and the lower
his ,!; Nur.

Separate analyses for males and females reduced the strengths of

these relationships to nonsignificance for males. The relationship between

-

these drinking patterns and n Het retained significance
for the females, and in
.
addition, other significant findings emerged for this sex.

In general, the

greater a female's alcohol intake and frequency of inebriation, the higher her
need for autonomy (!! Aut), as well as !:. Het, and the lower her need for
deference (!:, Def) and need for endurance (!! End), as measured by the EPPS.

-

Looking only at those Se that endorsed drinking some alcoholic 1·,everage,
.
examination of the strengths of relationships between E?)S personality
variables and degree of importance attributed to various reasons for drinking
revealed a consistently significant positive relationship between
degree of importance given to these reasons.

~

Het and the

Table 27 indicates the correlatioTI
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TABLE

25

CORRELATIONS BEIWEEN DRINKING VARIABLES FOR THE SAMPLE

.,.., ..,

''"""*''"''"''.-'1(-.•""'·,.~·.:-;.,.~,_.,..k,.-,,,_,..,. ,,.,..W-,....~,·1!'0'-'>ont,,...,,,_._ ~""""'-~~_,..,.,,.,...~

,..,,_

.....-

'>

......,.,. ,,.

..,..,.,,.... ~,,,..,~,;"""*~'~-·'#''~;i°4>;-'·0bi'*'*''\.... ,~c:11"-'f.,,.>•'lfo>_.,,,,..,;~-~~·,_·-4l'l;-~~-..... <>---·••>•"'-'tj1<•'•.--,:oolNJllM~"""""*'',.,...

.. ;·-\lil<.<1<~. . . ."-*'(<'9'"o'-~~..,.,~-,..

J.a-o'•""'""'"''"""'~"'~"';;.;,<l#..>'Jli(~»... ,,,.,""'"''4, •,il'l;'-'-~->:IO<\IJjf.'l~·AIO·•~!.J.\'<_,<ill!,_.,# ..-;.;;i..-~~,_,..,..-1*<~~\-4)0.-··-·>lfll."'"''..,;o~..,...,""""'"*"~~~"41!'·•~

Drinking Variables
....

~~._

.....

..,..,~,...,..~,-~;.1~

#

times
tight

(q.50)

~P.!¥<•~~-.l!i'.1-~?<·1«><<;~··-<-,,....,~·,$1!<~~~f\ll>:IW"'~--"'--1.mt~~~"""·,jjf;>j;'1"

#

times
drunk

{q51)

#
"

times
passed
out
(q52)

#

times
drink
before
exam

(q65)

Drinking Variables

#

1¥

times
drink
after
exam

(q66)

friends
who
drink
(q70)

q.

42. frequency

.49**

.41**

.32**

.45**

.57**

.49**

q.

43.

.56**

.41**

.33**

.36-**

.54**

.38**

q.

44. max.

amt. beer

.60**

.49**

.37**

.4()-ff

.58**

.41*-:f.

q.

45. ave. amt. wine

.24**

.20ff

.08ff

.23**

.26**

.19**

q.

46.

.}6**

.32**

.17**

.36**

.36**

.27**

q.

47. ave. amt. liquor .S7**

.41**

.27**

.32**

q.

48.

.59**

.48**

.34**

.33**

·''**

.36**

.56**

.44**

q.

49. # timEBhigh

.81**

.63**

.44**

.31**

.66**

.42**

ave. amt. beer

max. amt. wine

max. amt. liquor

,, .,,, . ....,_ """"" ~~·1'!'.• .._

4

.,,_., ,.__,, ~,,v,...,,.- ~,,,,,,._,,.-.\ii'-'....._,,,..,,,.,_,.,'$<

Significance:

..... r>0.~"*<-'*"""'""ll!ll<,_.,,__,.,~N>-·-"'"-l"·h""''"-v:··,.,,.,.,1<.,y..:. ·,,.;~""'-""""'"''"~ ·~·"'""• ,,,..,,,.._~,.w,,....fl",,Ht"-·.:t,;, ·""'-"""'' ~,...,.,_.,~,....,,-. ....,._,..,.....,.,~._.~---"'*'~•-......,_,....,..~,li'!l""'k'*

*P < .05

*~

< .01
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TABLE 26
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN EPPS VARIABLES N NUR, M HET, AND N AGG

WITH DRINKING VARIABLES
"'~;·

..,,,_-.. .

FOR THE sAMPLE

___¥»"'""'--11<---··0----·--••. .

..

.,. .,., . ,'"' -· ......_""'"'''' ,.;- .,,,.,,....,.._,.....- ....,,,,,_ -· ...................~............ .._..,,.. ..,.,.._ ""'' "" ·-· ... _, __,.. .,,,._ ,..,.,.......,,.....~....,-"',____"'"""*"--""-""' - · ... ·-·----·--- ·- ,---·-,.--..-,...,,_...,..._.,___,_"""_ ~ ------~_,,..,..- -.. ,,.

..--·~-""'--

~-----A-""""---··~'-""'"_""-

}~PPS

"#"_,,_..,~-,>--'-'*'-'"""<'--•--

-~-,,>-·~--

...

-«..._,.,,,.,. ...,.,,.,,--.,,,..-.._,..,.

'lariubles

------Drinking Variables

n Nur

q.

42. ave.

q.

43.

q.

47. ave. amt.

q.

48.

q.

49. #

q.

50. # times tight

q. 51.

q.

amt. beer

max. amt. beer

liquor

max. amt. liquor

times high

# times drunk

52. # times passed

out

q. 61.

proportion of times
high

q. 62.

proportion of times
tight

(".

66.

~ Agg

-.09

.16**

.17**

-.16**

.22**

.22**

-.13

.16H

.16**

-.20**

.20**

.18H

-.16H

.17**

.22**

-.16**

.l,5H

.21**

-.16**

.08

.20**

-.07

.oo

.15**

-.12

.27**

.18**

-.12

.18**

# times drank after
exam

q. 70.

n Het

# friends who drink

-,-----.... ...--..-.
~

Significance:

-~.-"'

-.01

.16ff

.15**

-.06

.23**

.18**

___ .,._ .... ·--

~<

.... ·------~-----~--

.os

**P< .01

..........

-. ·--
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coefficients for these relationships.

A breakdown bj1 sexes reduced this

relationship to nonsignificance for the males, but
the females.

general~·

was supported for

Again, when relationships for females were inspected separately,

additional significant trends emerged:

the more importance a female attributed

to variou8 reasons for her drinking, the higher her

~

Aut ( and

~

Het), and the

lower her n End.
Looking only at those §_s that denied drinking some alcoholic beverage, a
number of significant trends emerged with respect to relationships between EPPS

personality variables and importance attributed to reasons for not drinking.
Some of these relationships are presented in Table 28.

For the non-drinking

group as a whole, the more importance attributed to reasons for not drinking,

the higher the need for order (E, Ord) and E_ Aba, and the lower the n Het.
this group was broken down

b~

sexes, the relationships for

~

Ord and E_ Het held

up for the males, but not for the females, while the relationship for
generally held up for the females but not for the males.

When

~

Aba
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TABLE 27

COFPELA'fIONS DE'IVEBN ?l HET AMD REASONS FOR DFnnnr-m
FOR SS WHO ENOOFSED DRINKING

Pea.sons for Drinking
{q.

n Het

7la-p)

a.

enjoyment of taste

.15ff

b.

custom

.14

c.

relief of tension

.16**

d.

to get high

.23**

e.

to get along better on dates

.19**

r.

to get along better with members
of own sex

g.

to forget disappointments

h.

not to be shy

i.

to relieve illness

j.

for a sense of well-being

k.

to get tight

1.

as an aid in meeting crises

m.

to get drunk

.2°**

n.

not to feel lonely

.19**

o.

to facilitate studying

.12

p.

other

.12

Significance:

.22**

*P < .05
**P' .Ol

l
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'!'ABLE 28

CORREIATIONS BET'1:EEN EPPS VA1UABLES N mm, N ABA, AND ?1 HET
WI'I'H RF.AOONS FOR NOT-DRINKING
FOR ~s w1IO ENOORSED NOT DPnTKING

EP0 S Variables

Reasons for not Drinking
(q. 72a-m)

---.,,-~._....~-~

a.

don•t like the taste

b.

n Aba

n Ord

n Het

--~--~---------~~~~------------~

.16**

makes me sick

.16**
.16**

.20**

-.19**
-.20**

c.

detrimental to health

.15-H

.21**

-.23**

d.

contrary to reUgicus

.15**

.18**

-.25**

training

e.

consider it immoral

.14

.2Cl**

-.22**

f.

pledged not to drink

.13

.19**

-.22**

g.

parents or friends
disapprove

.19**

.17**

-.23**

bad experience of someone else

.14

.15

-.20ff

1.

can't afford it

.16**

.18**

-.22-H

j.

interferes with participation in sports

.14

.17**

-.20**

k.

friends never use it

.15'**

.20-**

-.20ff

1.

have lost control of
drinking in past

.15**

.15**

-.19{."*

other

.12

.19H

-.l6ff

h.

m.

-~-~-,.. -~,..'!II

Significance:

*P <
-!Hip<

._._,

.os
.01

...

....

~

CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSIOM

The literature surveyed indicates that:

l) usage of alcohol is prevalent

throughout college cam.puses in the United States;
of 'problem' drinking among college students;

2) there is a low incidence

3) drinking patterns of college

students are influenced by a host of demographic variables -- including sex,
religion, parental drinking habits, income, etc. -- as well as by factors
specific to the collage campus, such ae college class, drinking habits of
friends, drinking regulations instituted by the school, etc.

i<Ji th

respect to

this conclusion, the general consensus is that current situational factors
are most influential in determining drinking behavior patterns of college
students;

4) College students drink primarily for social approval, for relief

from the tensions promoted by college life, and to facilitate expression of
impulses.
The findings from the present investigation generally confirm the above
statements.

Regarding the first conclusion, these results indicate that 74%

of the sampled students tasted an alcoholic beverage before the age of 11 and
97% tasted alcohol sometime during college;

Straus

&

Bacon (1953) found that

92% of the males attending private colleges had used alcoholic beverages.

In

this study, there was no significant difference in the frequency of drinking
between male and female Sa.

'lhis supports Straus

&

&.con's (1953) observa-

tion that in the colleges where they found drinking most prevalent, the
9l
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incidence of drinking among women came closest to approximating that for men.
The extensive drinking by both sexee in the present investigation could be
attributed partly to the fact that these £s attend a private, sects.rian school
where drinkine is not negatively sanctioned.

This, together with Straus &

Bacon's (1953) observation, vould explain why the male and female Ss drank at
similar frequencies.

Indeed, in those studies where a variety of typee of

colleges were ea.mpled (private, public, nonsectarian, etc.), the incidence of
drinking averaged lower, and male/female drinking frequencies were more discrepant.

The present investigation supported preVious studies also in the

finding that frequency of drinking by students was not excessive.

In this and

other studies, average drinking frequency was approximately once a month.
Degreee and frequencies of inebriation reported in this study were also in
agreement with past research, none of these states occurring :i.n excess -- on th4
average.
With respect to the incidence of problem drinking among college students,
the present investigation confirms previous findings in its assessment of very

few endorsements to social complications due to drinking.
(1953) conclusion for these results could apply here:

Straus & Bacon's

drinking is a custom;

the individual's drinktng behavior largely reflects the behavior problems of
his own social group.

In addition, the tact that the university investigated ir

the present investigation does not negatively sanction drinklng lends support
to the hypothesis that deprivation increases drive; i.e., students at 'dry'
schools have been involved in drinking-related problema more often than studenu
of colleges with a •re liberal attitude toward drinking.

One finding shollin by
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past research is that the earlier a chil.C is exposed to the taste of alcohol,
the less likely wi 11 be the occurrence of a drinking problem -- a.gain, the
underlying rationale teing that depr:i.vation increases drive.

"Early" ages of

alcohol exposure reported were 2-3 yea.rs (Lolli et al., 1958; and Snyder, 1958)
among Jel-'ish and Italian-American families, while highest rates of alcohol
addiction have been found among children who were denied alcohol until the age
of 21 (Bales, 1962; and Glad, 1947).
which

~s

In the present study, the mean age at

first tasted alcohol was 9.41 years, and evidence of serious drinking-

relat4!d problems was not found.
That drinking patterns are related to a host of demographic variables was
inc'icated by the many low but significant correlations between demographic and
drinking variables.

'lhe significance of the correlation coefficients showed tho

probable presence of the relationships, and the small size of these figures
indicated that each one of the demographic variables was accounting for only a
small percent

or

the total variance.

This phenomenon supports a multi-

ditll8nsional approach to the subject, wherein an individual's drinking pattern
is considered a function of many inter-relai.d factors and cannot be traced to
only a tat", discrete, sources.
Straus & Bl!con (1953) noted that a student is more likely to drink if hie
family income is high, and more likely to abstain if his family income is low.

In the present investigation, the only such relationship found significant was
between family ineome and female

~·

drinking patterns -- namely, the higher

their family's gross income, the higher their degree and frequency of drinking.
One possible explanation for this is that male college students more frequently
have jobs which provide them with extra income, and they can therefore afford

91.:
to buy alcohol regardless of extent of financial dependence upon parents.
Female students, on the other hand, might be able to buy alcohol only .if they

can obtain money from their parents.
Regarding parental drinking behavior, Straus & Bacon (1953) stated that
"the influence of parental drinking practices upon those of sons and daughters
cannot be stressed too strongly."

The findings in the present investigation

are in agreement with this statement -- correlations between §_s • frequency of
drinking and reported frequencies of parental drinking being significantly
positive.

However, it must be stressed again that the size of the correlations

indicate that parental drinking factors account for only a small percent of the
variance of §_s' drinking practices; parental influence can be considered as

on~

one factor among many in determining the components or an individual's drinking
behaVior.
With respect to the religious variable, many studies have shown that the

proportion of abstainers is ruoh less among Catholics than among other religioui
groups (Knupfer, 1961; Maxwell, 1952; McCarthy, 1956; and Straus & Bacon, 1953)
'!be religious variable was controlled for in the present study by including
Catholic Ss.

study.

onl~

Total abstention was reported by only Ji of the sample in this

In light of this, it is interesting to note that church attendance was

negativelJ; related to amount and frequency of drinking, frequency and degree of
inebriation, and number of friends who drink.

This appears rather puzzling

since religious reasons for not drinking were given minimal importance in
comparison to other reasons for abstaining, and since one might not expect
church attendance to influence the drinking patterns of members

rwhich does not negatively sanction drinking.

or

a religion

The only explanation this
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investigator can offer is that church attendance might reflect a trait or
characteristic other than religiosity -- such as a need for structure, order,
compulsiveness, etc.
ality variable of

~

Indeed, this investigator did find that the EPPS personOrd was negatively related with degrees and frequencies of

drinking habits, and positively related to church attendance.
Regarding sex differences in drinking patterns among college students,
studies have generally indicated that drinking is more frequent among males
than emong females.

The present investigation found no significant sex

differences regarding frequency of drinking, although it did confirm past
research with respect to males• greater average intake, greater frequency and
extent of inebriation, and higher incidence of social complications related to
drinking.

As mentioned above, the lack of sex differences in drinking

frequency might be related to the liberal attitude toward drinking by the
university, as well as to religious sanctions concerning alcohol.

A greater

similarity between the sexes here should not be surprising in light of the
preVious findings that in those colleges where drinking was most prevalent, the
incidence of drinking among women came closest to approximating that for men.
This indirectly supports the broader interpretation that where drinking
sanctions are strongest, their effectiveness is much greater for women than for

men.

Applying this interpretation to sex differences that were found in the

present study, one would expect that those drinking practices most negatively
sanctioned for women by society would be observed less among women than among
men.

'!his expectation was found in this study.

It follows that females who

exhibit drinking patterns in excess of society• s norms are, in a certain sense,
'deViants• of society in a way that males are not, since society does not label

~6

similar behavior on their part as inappropriate.

cme might suspect a

particulai

personali t~ pattern for these 'deViant' drinking few.ales -- this is discueseo

more fulls later.
hith respect to college class differencesJ the present investigation is
in accord with previous findings i.n that the incidence of drinking increases
"'i th each college year.

In addi t1on, a widespread finding in this study was

that freshmen differ significantly from .sophomores, juniors, and seniors on a

nu111ber

or

drinking variables.

Generally, 1 t eeems that drinking practices in

college by and large are specific to the institution, taking on increas:i.ng

importance and relevance to college life as one becomes
university structure.

embedc~d

within the

Thia interpretation woulcl fit with Straus & Bacon's

(1953) hypothesis that drinking patterns -- while related to earlier emiron-

ment -- typically renect one's currant situation to an increasing degree.
Regarding number of close .friends who drink, the present investigation
reve.c~ed

and

a strong positive relationship between amount and frequency of drinkini:

the number of drinking friends one had.

This supports Straus &. Pac on' s

(1953) finding concerning drinking practices among friends.
Regarding drinking setting, Straus & ·&.con (1953) found that most drinking
b)· college women occur!!! in mixed groups, while men -- in addition to drinking
in mixed social groups -- drink even more :frequently in all-male fel lowsM.ps.

1'he same results occurred in the present investigation.

It was also found here

that roore extreme degrees of inebriation in ma.lee occur more often in all-male.

fellowships, and more extreme degrees of inebriation in females occur more ofteE
in mixed groups.

'lhis ties in with the general notion that drinking among

college students is a social phenomenon, and with the interpretation that
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females are taught to pursue mixed groups in order to feel 'social', while
males have been taught to feel quite comfortable in all-male groups where they
are permitted to behave with less inhibitions.
With respect to why college students drink, the present investigation
incorporated personality test results -- as well as directly asking

~s

to rate

importance of reasons for drinking -- in an attempt to narrow the gap in this
multi-dimensional area.

Results o.f this study concerning reported importance

of reasons for drinking yielded findings almost identical to those of Straus
&

&con (1953); both studies found •enjo!'ment of taste•, •to comply with

custom•, •to relieve fatigue or tension•, and •to get high' as the most important reasons for drinking.

The next most important reason tor drinking found

in the present investigation was 'for a sense of well being', while in Straus

& Bacon's (1953) study it was •to get along better on dates•.

Straus & Bacon

(1953) felt that the first four reasons, together with •to get along better on
dates•, have primarily a social connotation and are of greater importance than
those suggesting primarily a psychological motivation.
tion certainly touncl social factors to be important.

The present investigaOne such indication is

the observation that the reasons for not drinking decreased markedly in
importance after the Freshman year -- suggesting that college environment
strongly influences one's reasons for drinking.

Another indication ie the

observation that those EFPS personality characteristics found significantly
related to drinking are primarily of a social nature; !! Agg and !! Het were
found to be positively related to drinking practices (frequency, amount, etc.),
~hile

!! Nur was negatively related to drinking variables. 'Ihese three needs

reflect modes of dealinp: with people, !! Agg generally referring to angry,

hostile rea.ctione toward other!!,

~

Het referring to the nEled of partakinf". in

various activities -- sexual or otherwise -- with members of the opposite sex,
and !! Nur referring to a need for doing things for others.

Kalin, McClelland,

&. Kahn (1965) found hi~her levels of physical aggression and sexual thoughts

among college males who drank heav.U.y, and Astin (1968) observed that stuoent.s
in collegee where the rate of drinking is rela.tlvely high are more argumentative, independent,, and competitive.

One cone lusi on that might be drawn fro ro

all of these results is that college students who claim the need to express

the:i.r feelings and impulses outwardly endorse higher lt!vels of drinking

practices.

This interpretation receives further support f._"Om the findings of

the present investigation that those college students who indicated greater

needs for control and self-abasement (!!,Ord and !!. Aba, respectively) also
reported lo"1er degrees of' drinking (frequency, amount, etc.).

Also, such

traits seem more charactel"i.stic of how a person related to himself rather than
to others.

Separate analyses for the sexes

generall~'

pointed to the same type

or picture, although it 'Was more clear-cut ··n the femAles.

Many of the relatior!"'

ships between personality variables ·w:.Lth drinking h1tbi ts and reported reasons

for drinking lost signif'i.cance for the males.

In general, tha two relation-

ships that did hold up for the males were the negative relationships
~

Ord and

~

Het with reasons for not drinking.

bet~een

Tho pattern which emerged for

the females showed that the mere a female S drank, the higher were her needs for
autonomy and heti!Jrosoxuali ty, and the lower were her needs for deference anc

endurance.

One general conclusion that might be drawn from the above is that

since drinking is not a particularly unusual practice for males, no clear-cut

picture of the average drinking man's personality as it incorporates a variety

of personalities.

E::ocietj bas not consicered drinking to be as ccimmcn a.

rractice for females, hO\olever, so one would expect some type cf ccmmonali tj;

j

n

the pereonall ties of fer..ales who drink -- in the form of independence, self-

assertion, autonom;y, lack of deference, etc. -- this personality pattern
becoming more extreme with more extreme degrees of drinking.
In sum, even

thou~ll

this study used a relatively

lar~e ~ample

from a

homogeneous group, the results of the present investigation seem to corresponc!

to preVioue investigations with respect to:

1) incidence of alcohol consump-

tion on college campuses in the United States; 2) incidence of problem drinking
among college students; 3) drinking norms and their relationship to demographic
variables; and

4)

reasons for drinking in college.

offered regarding reasons for drinking.

AdditiOJU}l hypotheses ware

Most of the significant correlations

found in this study were low, each accounting for very little of the variance.
'Ihese results would support the theory that an individual's drinking pattern :1.s
nulti-determined, and RUst be attributed to a number of inter-related factors.

CHAPTER V
St:rMMARY

A survey of the literature was made on drinking patterns of college
students, with specific attention being paid to personality characteristics
associated with various drinking patterns.

The E:dwards Personal Preference

Schedule (EPPS) and a drinklng queeitionnaire were administered to Bo Caucasian,

Catholic, undergraduate students (40 male and 40 female) at each year level
(Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, and Senior) enrolled in psychology classes at

Loyola University.
Results showed1

1) very high incidence of drinking; 2) very low

incidence of problems related to drinking; .3) relationships between drinking
practices and past enVironmental variables; 4) relationships between drinkinp,
practices and college environment; and, 5) certain personality characteristics
-- especially for females -- associated wj_th drinking patterns.
~imensional

A multi-

approach was taken to account for some of these findings.
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NATIONALITY OF §.S BASED ON 00'1'H PARENTS

Nationali t}'

Frequency

% of Total N

Polish/Polish

48

l5~

Irish/Irish

46

14%

Irish/German

46

14%

Italian/Italian

18

6%

German/German

1.6

5'h

German/French

16

5%

French/Irish/German

16

5%

Iri ah/English

15

5%

Irish/Italian

12

4%

Po liah/German

11

35

Russian/Russian

9

3~

Polish/Russian

8

3%

Irish/Polish

7

2%

German/Italian

7

2%

German/English

6

Lithuanian/Lithuanian

6

2%
2%

Spanish/Spanish

4'

1%

other

29

9%

Total

320

100%

113
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APPENDIX II
SUES1I.Q~AIR! .t-LEaSE -- aNstiER EVERY ITI!lli ii
1. Whc.t is your o.zo (as of lo.st birthdc.y)? (§.! !_g!,) __

FemG.lo

£a~~l~c-

________ _

5. Wha.t is your no.tionc.lity? (o.g. lfothor is Scotch
& Gcrno.n) _______S.!!_e_AE,P!!,_n~i~

~.

& Irish, Fo.ther is Fronch

l _______________ _

'•h&.t country were you born in? _____(!!_e.!_e~e~- __________ _

7. l,iarit::.l status
divorced

-

(c~1cc~ ona): mc.rricd_; single_; scpo.ro.tod_;

; wid6wcd

-

•

B. Permanent residence (ci1cc!c ono):
city (500,000 or more) (3)
suburb of o. city
·
ITT
town (500,000 or loss)

i - 2.;9

rrr

9. \'/hat tylH;

SD• 0.7,;

oi' dwcllin~ do you pcrma.ncntly_rcsido-in (check one)?

hou sc
- - _ 15~
~1
rented house
- - ..... --/L
owned c.purtmcnt (co-op, condominium, _otc.)
___ _3~
rented c.1).::rtncnt
___ 15~
ot!1cr (plea.De spocify) ________________ l,!% __ _

ow:1cci

~

10. 11hen not att<;nding school, with whom do you permanently liv..o..(chcck ono)?

.:ct.$

both purcnts
mother only
fa t:1cr only

~

SJ OU SO

...1..Q$
_g%

otbcr (plec.so

~

•

l:alo

4. llho.t ia your religion? _____
·

X.• 19.73 · Sd • 1.83

Caucasian ...!._; 1'1ogroicj. _ ; l!.ongolir..n _ .

2. nhat is your rr.cc (chock one)?
;. \lho.t is your sox (check ono)T

!

I

~

S;.)~cify) -~-

.
.

________________ _

~

11. \ihilc attending school, whore e.ro you living (chock one)?
frc:. tcrni ty or sorority house

dormitory
·
pcrmc.nont residence (c.• g. with paren1oe,
all&.rtii'cnt rc;ntcd tor .:d~raUon -·"'·

'~tz~ .. ~;;;~;;::;,':/~{~o~:.:~~1.~,.,~)~~'~2*'1~ ')'·~.. . .

'·~12~ 'How old i's yeur: tc.thcr T ·~If father
.
he been dcccaacdT ~~-. 51.12

sho bocn'dccc.c.scd?

Significances

,

is no longer living, how long has
SD• 6.64 F(olasses) • 9.47••
.

.

1,5 • .1.iow old is your mother?

.

.. ,_ . f

•
••

.05
.01

·

(If r.uothcr is no longer living, how long ha.a
) i-:. 48.52
SD• 6.,ci · l(classea) • 12.08••·

.

.

..J>."·

.

I
14. Indict.tr, the occupc.tionnl cc.:t.cgory of your f'o.thcr r,nd of your U1ot:.cr by
checking thc c.ppropric.tc co.tcgory for 1Fc.t:1cr 1 and for ·~-:othor'. (If your
mot.:1cr is c. housewife, homomcl:or, etc., chock: (11) Koeping houeo)
Fe.th er

1:othcr
(deleted)

( 1) l~rofossion~J., tcohnicnl, c.nd rolntod worlc

(c •.?;. p!1~rsician, lo.wycr, toc.chor, cnf!inecr,
o.ccounto.nt).

(2)

?'1;;.rM

( 12)

.ow11crs, f'.:i.r;n u-.c.ncgors.

(11)

(;) i:c.r.o.gcrs, officio.ls, end i?roprietors, except
fern (c.r;. owner or LJ.-.nc.gcr of supermarket,
furniture storo, hotel, department store, etc.)

(10)

(4) Clcriccl, scica, end rel~tcd work (e.g. bookkcopcr, sc.lcsman or si::.lcswom&.n in
store, insure.nee sc.lcsuan).

(5)

do~li.rtmont

(2)·

Crnftemcn, foremen, and rcl~tod work (o.~.
lithogrephcr, fur11iturc upholstcror, machinist,
f'or~~c.n in i.:i.ctor:r).

(8)

(6) O~)Crc.tivr.o c..11d rc-l~tcd work (e.g. 1t.c.c~1ino opera.(7)

tor, true!: driver).

x. 9.;9

--......-------SD •

4.08

(7) rriv:-.tc houoc!1old workers (o.g. tnaid, butler,
c~·Luff'cur, Gc..rdencr, etc.)

--1§.2

(8) Service wori:cre except priv~to household (o.g.
buildinb ~aintcnunco, nurso 1 s aide, olcvutor
operator, waitross, coox _in rostnuro.nt, ate.)

-122
(4) ..

(9) icrm l&borcrs
( 10) LaJorc-rs

(3)

( 11) ICccpin& house

_(g)

(12) Students

--11J.

( 1 ~) Others (those who i:.rc pcrmo.ncntly unc.blc to work,
retired :people, volu11ta.rily idle, and people.who _
· ·
{X of item) _ __
worlc less tr..1.n 15 hours a week).

~

•

.....

~

\I\.

15, Docs your

f&th~r

work stcndyi

16. Docs your mother uorlc st.c.:..dy?
17.

:.{1.;;.t

Yes

_22!

Yes_

·:Lfo~

!fo

-

Docsn 1 t work

Doosn 1 t \.rork ~leted)

is your f.:.r:iily 1 a gross o.nnuc.l incoDo ( c!1eclc one)?
under ~5,000

)5,000 - ~10,000
010,000 -.~15,000
~.,15,000 or ovGr

_w_
.12.l

.ill.
-W..

x. 2.78
. SD• 0.89

2%

18. \lithin tile le.st yoo.r, hoH often ~1c.vc you e.tt.e-ndcd church (e;'nc.~ogue, ote .. )
on t~e c.vcrc.gc? (c~cok ono)
once c. wool\:
more t:1::,n once o. wcc.!c
less t'.1c,n once c. week
never

l2L

x. 2.78

Lil-'
.(2_)_
UJ_

0.8~

SD •
(check o~c)

19. dow often do you dcto, on tho c.vcr&gc?

...

Oi.1CC £!. wcc.k
.0J_
more thc.n·once a week
-W...:'
twi cc ,. _ month
.(U_.
once c. month
~
less thc,:.i once o. ;,1onth
never

.J!:. •

4.22

SD• 1.76

ifr

F(class) • 5.06••

20. Aro you presently goi~.'lf'; stcc.dy with someone? (cl1oclc ono)

~

Ye.a
l•7o

Don't de.to

.51Ji.

~

21. Is the person with whom you aro going stco.d:r res id in~ in D.nothcr ei ty or
stuto, ·so thct you c.rc unnblo to go out with him/her too of'ton? (check ono)
·
(deleted)
Yea
j.\TQ

-

Don 1t go stocdy ____..,
22. lio you ever smoke?

I-'
I-'

Ice~
No~

°'

2;. \1hnt do you smoke? (check as many ·a.a c.pply to you)
cigarett~s & cigars ~
cigarettes 4'i pipes ~
cig~rs & pipea
~
don't smoko ~
all '
·
~
Indicnte how m~ny cigcrettes, cigc.rs, end/or pipe tobacco refills you us~
c. dc.y:
rating: ( 1-4) cigc.rcttcs X• o.6,; SD • o.89; F(class) • ,.24•
- - - oigo.rs X • 0.09; SD• 0.40; F(sex) • 15.38••
. '
pi~cctobaoco refills X• 0.25;
SD•
0.95;
1(eex).•
22.48••
.
.
.

cigc.rcttos
cigc.rs
pipes

24.

-

~

--311'
~
~

.

I

';

.'

25. \lhct typo of' high sc:1ool did you o.ttond? ( c~1oc!c,' ono) ·

lo

public
pc.rochii.1/c.11 boys
p~rochic.l/ull giJ' ls

~

,.

14%

p~·.roohicl/co-cducc.tionc.l

11

26. ·ri!"lc.t we.a your totc.l gr,dc c.vcragc in high school? (chock one)
A
lll.
0
,
.ill_.
A- or

.a+ lfil..

'r::.'

B
~
B- or C+ JiL
,,,,..,uc

*>·Ji;i,i<i"'il'*."''""

., .... J.5(t98

J.AW.b!iS.¥.Q.A4f.,:

··!~.z;_.,_;

ilA. . 4}}PL.¥.,di; ..

0- or D+

D

¥.4i.).4~8W

or

l

12.1..
I

OSB ~
4 \

·Rwe'#J,,_,., ..k.443A!":"*"'P'¥"i"f!'.«'

X • 5.,4
SD • 1 • 10
~c

&

)

4~••
sex • 27 • ~

;;_,;.j.{+>

4

• ...• .••"""''fo.011

!i\J?;-Jff

\92'11!'-f>!

"""'~

~-,

27.

..

Is the uvcrago grc.do c.a reported.above c. fnir indicction oi' your ability?
(chock ono)
_w_ It grossly undcr-rc~rcs~nts my c.bility
2.10
_w_ It slightly under-represents my c.bility
_lil It is c. fair rcpresent~tion of my c.bility SD • o.80.
F(sex) • 2~.00••
It slightly over-represents my cbility
_(Al
It grossly ovcr-rcpresents·my c.bility
_(!il

x.

•

28. \~hc.t is your mc.jor in college? (It docs not hc.vo to reflect your i'inc.l
decision)
(check one)
.
(deleted)
So fc.r, my intended mc..jor is __________ ~ ____ _
As yet, I hc.ve no idcc. _ __

29. At this point, whc..t do you .Plc.n r.a your future occupc::tion? (check ono)
At this point, my intended occupe.ticm ~A
I un c.s yet rc.thcr undocidcd ---·-

-·

__ ..(~ele~~-~)

..• ·-

~. "'pproxilTk.~tcly

how old wcro you when you first tc.sted somo c.lcoholic
bcvcrc.gc? . (fill in one)
_

x • 9.41

I wr,11 c.n)roximctcly ____ yet.rs old..

S:O •

4.19

I hc.vo never tasted nn"f c.lcoholic bovorago.
~1. Did you ever tuatc un alcoholic beverage before the ugc of 11? (chock one)
Yea~

No .. 26%

;2. If you never tc.stcd c.n c.lcoholic bcvcr::l~c before the c.gc of 11, we.a it
bccnuso (check one ---omit if did tcsto nlcoholic bcver~go-ooforo 11):

=
_

(deleted)
Your parents didn't a.llow it.
You just never heed the desire.
Ot~1cr (briefly expla.in) ____ .______________ _

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· - - - - - - - - - -

......

\ihr.t r.lcoholic bcvcragos did you u.sto boforc c.gc 11'l (chock appropriate
boxcia):
•
~wino
wine & beer 15%
.win~ & liquor~
~beer
beer &. liquor~
a~l ~
~
_Mi liquor (e.g. gin, Scotch, bourbon, vodkc., toquilu, rum, etc. either stra.ight, in high bulls, egg nog, otc.)
~. others (e.g. r..ftcr-dinncr drinks such o.s cromo do montho,
Benedictine, Drambuie, creme de caco.o, etc.)
~never ta:atod a.ny a.lcoholic beverage boforo a.go 11

;4.

Under whc.t circumstancos did you tc..sto o.lcohol before c.go 11?
~

occ:'.:sionc.l sips
as c.n experiment or n jol::o
~ c.s c. mociicino
~ as pc.rt of ~ rcgua.o.r fo.L"Jily ( socio.l or religious) custom or
prc.ctice
21.fancvor tc.stcd ~lcohol boforo o.go 11

.J±!

'Ult other
Jt#i!A-J4Lc3A;;;.

;J Jilt

Th:UlLliP:

(plO'\so specify) ..,: ____ :- __ -. _________ .-

SillMJ,4

.1

.

UM;&i%llb:@Q!M#l@if$ Al ~44ikZ,!Ji.l§M!ZltQ&Ji#!!Ji41!i!¥)!i@J411.k iJ !t11Zl4l4t;;i#.Q@@@t4,QU4!!4JJ.Q!Q44JS@Jl4JmWJ&t
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35.

If you h. d ..-.n r.lcoholic br.vcrt:.gc be:f'orc r..ge 11, wr.s it with the knowlodgo
.:.nd c.,J~Jrovc.l of :rour p·-rent(s)? (chcctc one)

92~~ Yes\

.M..

-

~fo )
never

t~atcd ~lcohol

.

~go

brforc

-

}6. I:t' you tc.sted c.n c.lcoholic bevcrc.go before
timo, c.s f:.. r c.s you cc.n remember?

i

11
c~ge 11, did you like it c.t tho

(check ont:)

,.?9% Yes
~No

~ no pc.rticuh-.r rcc.ctio11 one wcy or c,not~·1cr

never tc.stcd clcoholic bcvcrcges brforc

37.• .n.t ony one sitting, did you di:'ink _

~~e

11

=

(deleted)

gre.:.tcr t:mount
the sc:mc ::mount
c. smc.llcr c.mount
(never drc.nk)
c~

of c.n C'.lcoholic

bevcrr.ge in high school then whon you were in grc..mmc.r school? (check ono of
r.bovc four cl'loiccs-)

38.

at c.ny one ai tting, during the time you 1 vc been in collcgo, h.:.vc you drunk

_
_

ot an alcoholic bovorcgo th6n whon you woro in

r. grc;,:.tcr c.mount
the ac.mc .-.n:ount
a smeller c.mount
(never drink)

=

(deleted)

high school? (chock one of abovo four cl1oiccs)

I-'
I-'

co

}9. Did you drink c.lcoholic bovcrc.gos ___ more frequently

in high school

____ just ~s frequently
.....__ less frequently
_
(ncvc.r. drr.nk) ·

(de-leted)

thc.n in grammc.r school 'l (check one of c.bovc four choices)

40.

I

Since you've been in college, h~vs you drunk clcoholic beverages
~ more frequently

~

m

then in high school?.(ohcck one o:f' the four choices)

just c.s frequently
less f requcntly
(never drink)

X.;

,~4o

. . SD • 0.9}
F(class) •

2,.7,••

41. If you tc.atc.d some t.lcoholic bcvcrc.ge c.:f'tcr c.gc 11, where did you have tho
:f'irst drink?

i;t

(chock one) ~ own home
. ~never to.stcd .:lcohol c.ftcr c.gc 11
23% homo cf parents 1 friend(s)
16·;; home of your own :f'ric.nd
Hr; Rci1ool
4% reatc.urc.nt, tc.vcrn, or bc.r
0% night club
~ Ot:r
1% pri vc.to club
~other (ploa.sc specify) _________ _

~'

I

l
1.

II

~
' '

' 0.0 .

' •

'

•

• • • ,, " . . . . . . . . '· • " ' "

"*" -·· '""' "' •"' ........'"''"'"'"fa.. •. "'"' ..... " "" ...........,' •. '. ' .

L ..... •

I

.

{

42. During: ti1c kst school yec.r, c.pproxirn~tcly how often did you h.:·vc c.ny
alcoholic bcvcrnge? (check one)

.

iJ..l never
i2J 1-5 times

-x - ,.22

during the school ycc.r

~ 6-12 times durin~ the school yc~·r

SD • 1.2,

~

2-4 times c. month
1.51 2-3 de.ya t: week
..W 4 or moro dc·.ys ;:. week

43.

F(clasa) ~

9.,7••

During the 1:-~at school yc;.r, how much beer did you consume r. t r.ny one
sit ting - on t!'l.c c. vc ngc? (ch eek one)
.LU nl"'vcr h:.d beer le.st ycr.r
X. 2.57
121 1 beer
i.il 2-3 beers
SD • 1. 30
ill 4-5 beers·
l2J. 6 or more
F(sex) • 41.71••

44. Durint; t!10 le st school ycc..r, wh.:o.t wr.a the m:.xi1r.um c.motmt ot beer you

-

consumed c.t c.n~r one sitting? (check one) .
11.l never hc:.d beer lr..st ycc.r x • ,.,,
i2J. 1 beer
iil 2-3 beers
SD • 1.98 .
ill 4-5 b0era
l.21 6-7 boors
F(eex) • 58.43••

ill

ill

B-9 beers

10 or more

45. During tilo le.st school ycc..r, how much wine did you consume c.t r.ny ono
sitting -- on the r.vcrc.gc? · (chock one)
l1J. never hc.d wine last yccr
2.26
i2.1 1 gksa
~ 2-3 gkssca
·SD•0.99
ill 4-5 gl:.asca
F(class) • 5.91••
l.5.). 6 or i;:ioroF(sex)
• 7.04••

x-

46. During tho lr.at

I-'
I-'

'°

sc~1ool yc~.r, w!1:". t wt.. s t!1c

rnc.xiL'.lum l:.mount 0£ wino you
(check one)
.
_
lJJ never h:.d wine it.st .year
X • 2.62
jg1 1 glc.ss

consumed t·. t ;:_ny ono ai tting?

.i.2l 2-3

~

;;;

SD• 1.7;

gl~saea

illA-5 gksscs

I

""'""''"'··""""'·

•

47.

F·

J..21 6-7 glcssca
. . F(claes)
8-9 glcssps ,>••.• ,., •.)/:;,_~;;,,i':1:,,;;2,:.:4'• ·
1o 1 1-- saoa o:r ':JDc!fro}' -~~·:::r ~4'~' "'··~

ffi

•. . . . . . . .

~

• • • c • •_··••

:_1·::''::.:..·~ ....,f. f-'1">.:~..

;,;

"'(.'

lAlring the kst school yOf'.r, how mc.ny drinks of liquor .did you consume at
c.ny ono sitting - on the c.verc.ge? (consider c. drin!c of liquor r.s either.
c shot, high bell, ~ixod drink, etc.)
l.1J never ht.d c. drin~~ of liquor lr.:...st ycc.r
lg_} 1 drink of liquor
X. • 2.96
..(.212-3 drinks of liquor
SD• 1.33
~ 4-5 drinks ot liquor
F(olass) • 4.68••
.i.5j 6 or more drinlcs of. liquor

14

;;

q.uu;tqe:zi. >

u

Lk!.

;

.JI

A

.a;;. ?kJPA»UJM.94M ,i.11

~*

"·""""""**M 3

«

««i#.¥41t

<

&®0.1 . .hS!i}fi!...,.,.T.?;,

.{A;

A 4.461

*''

_e

48.
•

During tho lr.ot school yc;:.r, whr.:. t wr. s the 1n!'.'.Xil!ium c.rnount of liquor you
consumed ~t ~ny one sitting? (check one)
ill never hc.d r. drin1: of liquor le.st yct.r
(2.)_ 1 drink of liquor
X' • ' 89
(3J_ 2-' dr~nka of liquor
SD. 1:95
LJU_ 4-5 ~r~nka of liquor
F(class) • 5.17••
l!i)_6-7 urinks of liquor
F(sex) • 7 17••
(6.).. 8-9 drinks of liquor
•
Cl.)_ 10-11 drin!ce of liquor
~ c bottle or more (1/5, or 4/5 - qutrt) of liquor

49. How mr.ny times hr.vc you ever been high? (i.e. i,ncrccacd gc.icty, slight
:t'uzzincos of pcr~option, giddy, light-her.dod, etc.)

-

_(J._} never

.

X·· 2.61
SD• 1.,5

...(2._) 1-5 times
~ 6-15 tirncs

_CA) 16-50 . times
~

51-100 times
..(..6..) 100 or l!lorc times

50.

·chock ono.

F(clasa) • 5.15••

F(sex)

.12.26••

rlow mr.ny times hc.vo you over been tight? (i.e. physicc.l unstcc.dincss,
slurring of words, overly friendly or ttggroasivo, ali;ght nc.nnon, loao of
control over socir.l c.mcnitics, etc.) check one •

x.

..(J_) never

1.76
SD • 0.95

-'2-) 1-5 times
_(.}) 6-15 times
_(.&.) 16-50 times

..W
~

51-100 times

F(sex) • 21.,9••

100 or moro times
I-'

51.

I\)

.

x.

fil

never
1.54
1.2..). 1 time
SD • 0.96
1.31 2-5 timos
ill 6-10 times
1(sex) •
l.5.). 11-20 times
ffi I?orc thr.n 20 times

~

52.

I

0

riow mi::.ny times hi.-.ve you ever been drunk? (i.e.· loss of control in ordinc.ry
phyaiccl c.cti vi tics, int.bility to rcol:>ond to re~·ctions of others,
OV<.rutop{'i.ng Ol'lei.r. l oxpcctr.ncios short of complete pr.ssing out) check ono •

14.70••

riow mcny timce ht.ve you over pneecd out cftcr
bcvcrngo? check ono.
·:::'.·.·
: .C.U never
....:• .:·. (-x • 1.29·.::;:·'
-·-·
1 time
. ·.·,·SD• 0.7;;<:
ill 2 timoe
ill ~5 timos
\''.-:..:.-. . ·',·": . . •.
.{51 6-10 timos ..
·ill more then 10. times

..

fil

I

· ·

·rc~~x{~···,·;·.69~• ·
'.

..

:·

·'

.•.

: ... ·

. . ¥·
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' ' · Under whet ciroumstnnocs do you become high most ofton1 (ohook s:.pproprir.to
choic~o) )
·23% never become high
<11~ du1·i:1g the woek, when by myself
2% during the week, when with e~·.mc-sexcd friends
1% during tho wock, when with opposite-sexed frionda
0% on tho woclc-cnd, when by Liyaclf
23% 011 tho wock-ond, when wi t:1 sc.mc-soxcd friends
497~ on ·(.ho wock-ond, when with opposi tc-soxod friends
21 othc:- (plo1:sc spocifv)
ti

-----a.-- ............. ___ .,.

'4·

Undor w~~t circumetc.ncos do you become tight lllOat ot'ton? (chock r.ppropric.to
choice(s) )
50% uevcr become tight
<1% ~urinz the week, when by myself
:<1% i:lur·i.ng the week, when with. sc.me-acxcd friends
<1'1o durin~ t.hc week, when with op,,osito-sexed friends
<1% on the; week-end, wi1en by myself
21 % or. thi..; wcck-cnrl., \·than with s•~me-sexod friends
~on t,hc •1ook-ond, when with opposite-sexed friends
~ othc.~: (j,>lo.--.se specify) ______ _ . ..:. _______ _

55.

Under whr4 t circuu:stt.11ce~ do ycu be com.; drunk most of ton? (chock cppropric'.-t."choicc( s) )
64% nevvr become drunk
<1% durinr; t:io woek, when by myself
1% during t:1c •11ock, when with s.-.mc-scxod friends
O~~ during the woclc, w:1en with op po Ai tc-gcxcd i'ricnds
<1/~ on the week-end, whc11 by mygelf
16% on the w.::.ck-oud, when with o~.rne-sexcd :f'ricndo
17% on th.;; wook-end, when with opposite-sexed' friends
· 1% cd:.hc.,•' (plo~~so spooify) _______________ _
I-'

circumstc.ncc~ do you pc:.ss out from r.lcohol most.ofton? (check
~ppropri~tc choicc~o)
i
87~ never pc3s out from drinking

-,6. Under wtu-.t

~O~

d1uing the week, when by myself
durin~ the week, when with st.l!lc-scxcd friends
<110 durin6 the week, when with opposite-sexed friends
(1% en the week-end, when by l'lysclf
-]?J_ on the ,weok-cnd, when with sc.rne-scxcd friends·
4~ on t~1c week-end, when with opposite··sexcd friends
.
o othor (pl cc.so spoc.ify) .... _____________ .,. _
0

-

~

,7.

I

If you live on cc.rnp~s or hc.vo y~ur own ,CJ>~rtmont,;tiin:~ -i:~f·.;~~~~l
c.;·.y kind of c.lcohohc bovcrc.go in your;room,. sinoo J"qU 1.,fJ;¢en.:1~'.£;~
' ·"
.. • • .«·.~·;:::,:·;.','.: ~~:.;·:t :-"/:':I :~'>,j ·t'.;~,
1:·
(chock ono)
., :·.; .:
.

~ 1os 59% '\,.
No 41% )

2li%

.4Q% Do .,.,., li vo on compus or own

~p~rtmcnt

!)8. Do you liicc the i'cclil!it: of being high?. (choclc one)
~Yes
~ ~!o

.2.QSNcvcr been high
'·

.,

I

.ii Ii. ;I .,,,,,. iidt;J

14J):.liiWll.1WJ!lf.Jlltll'illll!•••Ck:;

r:r:.;

JJ

IAi's;

j

;;:;uaz ztttbmaJ;. £(.HI

I JWIC(i hi.(Q ' l

.

....

,.

J J!Eij4LQN ;ztte;;µw.e;utMtUl . .zqw;:; MP
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I-'

,59. Do you like the feeling of boing tight?

(choc!: nno)

231~ Yes
~No
~ ~ever

been tir.ht

60. Do yo'U. li!cc the fcclina:

ot bcinz

drunl'?. (c!1cc!c one)

_JrfoYcs
$No

.

_Qj$Ncvc.r been drunlc
61. how often do ycu :-;:ct high .:.·~t<"'.r ycu ate.rt drinking?

(1_)_ never drink
(2.)_ drinl~, but never ect high
(3l_ r<'..rcly get high
Lll)_ ~bout 1/4 of the tioo

(chock one)

x-

~.76
SD • 1.67

I;'.(sex) • 5.61•

(5)_ c.oout 1/2 oi' tl1c tine
(Q)_ ~bout '/4 of the tine
(11 r.. l:no st o.1wr.y a

62. ilow oftcl'l do you get tight r.ftcr you ate.rt drinking? (chock one)

.l1J never

drink
.J1..)drink, but never
_(-2) r:.roly ;rct tight
~-.bout 1/l~ of the
_i2) :. bout 1/:?. of' the
_(fil:-bout ~/4 of' the
_il) r.lmost r.lw~-.ye

6,.

y - 2.10

SD•
time
tine
ti1:10

1.14

F(sex) • 1,.oa••

~iow often do ycu get drun!c c.f'tcr ycu ate.rt drinking? (c!-.ock ono)

ill
L2.l

never drink
drink, but never
.(jl r~rely get drunk
fil c.bcut 1/4 of the
(5J_ :.bout 1/2 of the
(.6.1 c.bcut '/4 cf the
tz.l nlmost ~lw~ya

-

!!ct tig!1t

=

get d~nk

-

' x.

......
I\)
I'\)

2.2,

SD• 0.76

.

F(sex) • 6.96••

timo
time
timo

•

64 •. ifovc you ever t~kcn somo £'.lcoholio bcvorc.gc on c. night bc:t'oro c.n OXC'~?
( chcclc ono)

I

·'

2.Q.1 Yes

' ..

m::-.~o

....3Ji

65.

' .

nov~r tc.stod c.ny Cllcoholi~

.'>

··.:: .

bcvcrr.zc r.t t.ll · ·

How often :1~.vo ycu tc.ken t'..n r.lcoholic bcvcrc.go on c. night be.fore ::.n cxr.m?

(check one)

!11 never

drink ~t .ell
.(gJ_ never drr-.nlc on tho night bcf orc ~n oxr..m
DJ_ 1-.; tines
fil 4--7 times
x - 2.21
SD • 0.80
01 8-12 times

-

!.Ql 1' or mere titles

bJ ;up

4& .s,.s 41_;

<5

b.t 1 3

ss.mtJ11~_,kJi!Jl.\4@!1!¢h_E4 ...A$JM94?_P@;

... £$,%

F(~lass)

'i2?£!i@)L@J_-~~~¥-..1'-?JJil~{,RfF,;@.{%4.4AfAl,(#-4.J#.,

• ;.01•

;. \.$ZJ ;_AfQ¢¢MA@t;/t{#JS,; Q...44fL1J4W.tJ;:f*A¥!4414,lf¥S¥P¥.. . ,;_:, J4.¥?Q~+

~

o~·t.~t hc:11c j ou tr~kcn r:n c.lcohoiic ocvorr.go soon •~:f'tcr c.n cxr.m wo.s ovor
(i.e. imwcdi:.:tcl.t ~·.ftcr t!1c ox:~m, t~lt~t night, etc.)?
(chock one)

vv.

!.0w·

1.JJ. never
i.2..1 novel."

.W

ill
.Csl
ill

iI.l

· ill

drir.~c c.t

r.ll

x-

clrr..nk r..tto:.· r.n oXCJil
1-; timos
4-7 t\mes
8-12 times
i;-16 tiDos
17-25 tlmcs
26 timer, or more

2.89

SD • 1.46

F(class) ~-5.20••

F(sex)

.1,.08••

67. From whc.t source do yctt get the money to buy a.lcoholic bcvcr~gcs? (check one)
_8.;L never drink .::.t r.11

.'.4Qfo_ only drink 'lfhen others buy (e.g. l><'-rtics, privc.tc hoJ:lo, etc.)
1~ p~.rcnte

.)B2L jcb
<..llL scholc.ralU p I:lCnoy
QJi_ other (pLc.so ~poqi:f'y) _______________ _

68. He.a oithor or both of you·,• pr..ronte ·ever f'orbidd~n you to drink?
..l]j·Ycs

(check ono)

·,

~1'!o

69.

Docs ci thcr or both

lJL

ct yc-ur pc.rents now forbid ycu to drinlc?

Yes

9~·~:0

..

'.

..

~· 1 !.

70. Out of your 5 c.loecst friends,

~

":.

...
. .'

,·. ":.

hc."4 m..::.ny drink? ( chec!c

0 .. ·.
~
1
:.
".(
....
·I·---'
_2
. •'.._4
~
c:;.

x ~";.84

',.,;..I..

~·· ~

•

I •

' '

0110)
t-'
I'\.)

F(class) • 10.88••
F(sex) • 9.86••

SD • 1.52

-- ,,,

(chock: one)

j

F(cXs)

\...o.J

;.74•

•

'

71. For ct.ch of the followi11~ :1.posaiblc rec.sons for' drinking, check the c.ppropric.to
dcbrcc of importr.ncc which 1.hc.t rcr.son ht.a for ycu -- ho sure to me.kc ::.n
entry fer cc.cl1 itc!:l (If you don't drink c.t c.11, loc.vc this question blr.nk);
· · '. ;.$BE· TABLE 8 . : .. '.~· >,·: ·
.
_.
B~SQ.I{_FQR_ D,E'.i:.!'[Ab~Q.

__________
DEGREE OF I¥.i.PORTANCE

_ CONSI~E,EA~L!

-:;. ... 1 l
:•
.

" • ('•
. .. \ .
•

·

/''• 'i"
• • '·t •
•
'• •.. ' . I t

· ··c,>
,•,t ' •

'

c.. bocc.u ~c of cnjo=irilcnt of · ~... s to
b. to cor.1p ly with · custom
c. to relieve :f'c.tiguc or tenoiot) 1: ! '··<'/
d. to get hi&h
·· ··
. · - :: ..... <. ~ •• :.r.,:.J·,,)
·~··
o. to get ~long bettor on de.toe
.. ··
t.·.to get :.:long better. with·mOJ:l~oro,..o( -. VT [ ::·
" . . your own sex
'L+r'iftN tO forget diorlppointrucnto
·
h. in order not tc bo ·shy
i. to relieve illncso or physio~l di.ncomfort · _
j. , for a scnso o:t' woll":'·bcing · " ·.
··~···.-.: ,·f;~~
k. to get tight
l. ~s en cid in mooting crises, problums,
fc.cing chc.llongcs, otc. ·
(ccnt'd on· next.pc.go)
.

•

-

.

·

\

•

-----

..!

;

. 'I

··

• .• ' 1~ •~.

,,. ·,

·

.
.§Ol1E_
JiOBE_
:.C2) ·. . · (1)··: . ··· •

·.'

.1· ..

...

(.

,.

./

.

'.'.

-

. : :.···.
.e

:

t

z a:m:lll\ 1i{' jj:

LJ £ +

_.., ~ ~ ·-·"'" ,,....,.,~,-~ .. ''".

-·~--,

• . '.

- ! &A

j
•
PO.,,Ai,,k.#.$4~ .

~,'.•.

,,. •J

: .. '

'I···,~ 1'

........

.

;•

--

-

i

·~~:

-

:.:

~

';° •.

[

.,

--

···-

-

'f.

.

.;

- ·
.. i,ML¥4¥l44'$J.h@WJ.l.,.,.,,Mq$•.J AU 1,.4

,•

---

,II;"

~ I

,,
~

j. ~

I

,., _____

-

-

t.aaa %J42481;4. .?$4}#.ii4$l4.f-H"''

,,14,JAi.#4,.JIQ9

- - - -- - - -

(R~l\.SO".'

(DJ.WREJ;t; OF 1 IUPOR~.:~·:CE:) ....

FOR DR!ijl{I;!G)
...

...

,,;:<;' ~ -

CO~::BID1!.1tlloW

--Gr--

i'i. to e3t clrunlc

-

-

SOi'IE

i·T·:H•DJ;
.

•

12>- 11>

-

n. in order not to feel lonely
o. co facili~acA studyin~
p. other (ple~se S?ecify)

--------

.

•.• -

......

---~-~------------

72.

l''or each of the follouin~ possible reasons for aot drinkin~, check the
approprieate degree of importance trhich that reason has for you -- be
sure ~i;o make an ent1·y for oach.itemi · (If.'you"drink'·at all, leave this
section blank•):
SEE TABLE 9

REASON FOR NOT DRINKING
--------------a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

k.

1.

m.

· DEGREE OF IMPORTANCE

-,2)

-15)- - -

---

don't like the taste 0£ it
makes me sick
detrimental to my general health
contrary to my relj_gious training
I think it's immoral
I pledged not to drink
parents or friends disapprove
bad experience of someone else
can•t afford it
interferes with participation in sports
friends never use it
have lost control of drinking in the past
other (please specify)
·

________

so~- NOim

- CONSlDEltABLE-

lf)

-

-

_________
- .... - - - - - -_-

,___.,..

~
I\)

73. Would it

make Jll\lch difference to you if alcohol weren't such an integral
part of college life? .(check one)

I

Yes
No

.
·

.
·

I don't think that alcohol is such an integral part

of college life

:=;;

,,.,.

74.

Has your f_ather ever taken an alcoholic peverage? .

...

97% Yes

·\: ..·:

·'

~ No

~·

.

1%· I don't know

1s.

~

.... : .
i''

Has your mother ever taken an alcoholic beverage?

i,

95% Yes
5°%No
<1% I don't know

76.

On the

average 1 how often have you seen your father take a drink?
one) ,
·
·
·.. .
·
4.20 . .!2.l.. 1-S times during the )ear.\ · · ~ 2-:.3 days a week
SD • 1.6;
.L3.L 6-12 times during the J9&r·:: · ·
4 or more days a week

x•

(c~eck

·.LJW_ 2-4 times a month
P4:PQ

S,

.4iill<U

&••R

.,.

AM-AV,.;; 4¢Q(

S,4 .f}P9¥,j,t;,;s

"

'"'·"'!"''····"

f!t

·
44l~'S!iff!.A}fiM3Ri9W*

never
q,;, . _

H,tU9)91AUZ)_4.

I
1

_ ___ _ ______ J
41,4

;

81,

Ti,

B.@,@4§!!'14i.. 4ffe.AiFP'fii'.P',"!r:'""'f~'""~-"«'lfi'f"HA,F.il!•"

77. On the average, how often have you seen

you~

mother take

a drink? (check one)

-5 ti:itles during the tear
..LJt.)2-4 times a month

...(2.)1

-W,)6-12 times during the year

lli

X • ~.~9
da.ya a wook SD • 1.48
F(sex) • 4.66'!'

2-3 days a week

4 or more
never

78. Have you e7er seen your father high?
~Yes
42~ No

79. Have

you:~·over

seen your mother high?

32% Yes
61%

80.

No

Hn.vo you ever lieen yo,n• t'A.tha:i! ti.e;ht.?

?5% Yes

651~

No

81. Have

y·(Ju eve1· aoun yo\\.L~ zr&otht1r t:tsu\,"t

14% Yes
86% No

82. Have you ever se·en your father drunk?
22%

78%

Yes
No

83. Have you ever seen your mother drunk?.

t-'
I\)

\J1.

..2:& Yes

~No

Al, ..

TTrW"'l,

fr~

~vo1.• n~en

:your rather pass out from drinking?

Yes

~No

;

85.

~

!{•ft\.

Have you ever.seen your mother pass out from qrinking?
~Yes
~Uo

86. Has your father ever'

been hospitalized for alcoholism or
some related disease (e.g. alcoholic geotrltis, cirrhosis,
'peptic ulcer associated with drinking, delirium tremens,
alcoholic pancreatitis, alcoholic heart disease, etc.)?
~Yes
~No

<% I don't know

87.

your mother ever been hospitalized for alcoholism or
some related disease (see above examples).?
<...15 Yes

Has

·
:.~~.r.t,.,..¢;,,4iitAt--'.J.-

~No
<~I don't

rm. ,,_~).tiiti;imi;Q•f±J._-i -*'*·

know
:1;;A.lna2

·a;pJ/, a

u1.·,x.wa:._._saz..sttL1£4, ..fA4&Jktt _,&$ ;,e .z

Jit '-(

AA.4ii$9A¥4iifMIJUJIJJ#Jd4i@ii!ISUii$hJ.AtW.•P~.

88. Hr.a either of your pr.rents miacod c. do.y (or more) cf work c.a o. rosult
of drinking?

ill Yes
83% No

3

I don 1 t know

~lhich c-.lcoholic bc.vcrr.;;c deco (or did) your fc.thcr drin!c most o:f'to1'l?

89.

2% fr.thcr never clrink~ (or never drr.n!c); wint& liquor S11L
_M wino ;
:Wine & boer ~
,
42% bcor:
beer & liquor ..J1L
42% liquor (i,e. Gin, Scotch, bourbon, vodk~, rum, etc.
ci thc.r atrr.ight. or mixed)
, ill other 1 (:::ft.er-dinner drinlcs, etc,)
~ l don t know
.90. Which c.lco:iolic bcvcrc.go deco ( or did, if doccr.~JOrl) n'"'cn yu11J" not.h,.,\"
drinlc moot often?

.5L r.othor

·1£%_

,.,i no

1-5%- beer
4S;L liquor (nee ;•.bove)

---~--'

.6.%-

'llt:

}},ever drinks ( or never dr~nk)

<o
1o

~-

other (aoo r.bovo)

.

wine & beer
wine & liquor

1 o .. beor & UquQr

don 1t know

lt%... I

91. Ho.a either of your

p~rcnta

ovor belonbod to Alcoholioa Anonyniouo or to

J,.l;:.non?

.xt_
9.9..zL

.uL

92.

H~vc

Yes .
No
.
I don't know

you ever belonged to

Al~tcen?

......

I\)

°'

~Yes

1.m No _,

.

9;5. Hr.ve you· c.vor fcl t thC'.t you were, c.rc, or eight bccor10; dependent upon
or cddictod to the uso of alcoholic bcvcr~gco?
~cs

-891Jfo

~-k.ybo.

-

·drinking some ~lcoholic bcvcrc.gc · ()Voz: ,i.ii.t;9,rtcl'.pd,.
for, o·r 1:1isGing, 'clc.s.scs or~ c~st:~,,'.,"'

, 94. He.a

.

,. ~ ~·. ; ,~;~y~~si: ,~, ...

95. dc.vo you ovor
·

~lco~olic

~ost

fri.cnda c'r
bevcr&gcsT

~c.mcgcd

.

tricndohipa r.a c result ot drinking

~Yos
~No

~

I

I

1;

ow,,

• '. :s ·1

; ; :41\IP

;

•

•

oz ;;:;1¥;.;. UJ&.P. ;

e ,.. u,, .;;;us;; Q,1 J hhAIMl,iiKM a.;g;;w;: ..! . IM<UJ;:;:@llJ!J.4JJJ41 ..Z!.<tt1¥ii·

H.

;;

1 Ji4lt9#¥

~-- · ·· - - - -

96.

.':,:••. ,,._· ..d.o .•. ••

_..

'itd!ttdli'~

=·~.

·

••l\t.

ii~ve you cvc.r been injurod or in ~n c.ccidcnt bccnuoo of drinking on your
p~rt?

~Yes

9~ ifo

97. Hnvc you ever lost c. job, bccl'l
collc(,C l'.'.uti1ori tics

bcc~.uoo

~.rrcntcd, or gone bof'orc high school or
cif drinking r:.loohol?

~Yes

m

:t\o

98. &i.ve you ovc.r tc.kon c.n t..looholic bcvcrc.go bcf'oro going to sleep?
~
~

Yes
~\o

99. Do you ever drink some c.lcoholic bcvora.go whi lo yo\1 1 rn otudying'l
_u%Ycs
~No

100. · If' you wish to mr.lco c.ny co1'-.I'lonta, f'col f'rco to. do so:
,:

~
I\)

-..J

. ~LEASE -

..
).'JJ{E SURE TH4T YOU

·

. ··-

ANSWEREJ'.> . :

:'·

EVERY QUESTION

•

J. .. ·

. .. ,.
~

...
.

...
·'

·.::

·;r.·
"' ,·

··:·

t J Xi ... 41. SU

4

4

I

t .J 44. · J4S?.ff1$#A?J44 () .144 \, .4

AJQP.At«;;
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